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OIAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

Verification of weather forecasts has been carried out for more than a century; in fact
verification is almost as old as weather forecasting itself. Over these years a divergence
may be perceived between theory and practice. Many sophisticated verification methods have
been formulated, but very few of them appear to have been used in operational
applications. On the other hand, the simple "hit percentage" for yes/no forecasts, used as
early as 1877, is still popular in 1984.
The most important contribution to this field may be
good scoring rules (along with a greater number of poor
of principles that a verification scheme should meet.
verification are well defined, then the construction
scoring rules is only a question of technique.

not the development of a number of
scoring rules), but the formulation
If the objectives and principles of
of good verification schemes and

In CHAPTER 2 a set of principles for forecast verification is presented, based on the
objectives of verification. Then, in CHAPTER 3 some conventions regarding the terminology
and notation to be used throughout this report are settled. After a concise survey of
forecast verification literature in CHAPTER 4, numerous scoring rules presented in the
past are examined with respect to the principles of verification in CHAPTER 5. In CHAPTER 6
some items concerning the scaling of scoring rules and the construction of adequate
reference forecasting schemes are discussed; further, in this chapter some scoring rules
are derived by considering the profit of forecasts for representative users. Finally,
CHAPTER 7 presents a summary of recommended scoring rules, followed by some considerations
with regard to the choice of a verification scheme and suggestions for practical
application.
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OIAPTER 2:

OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES

or

FORECAST VERIFICATION

A forecaster or a forecasting system generates a judgment concerning future weather
conditions. This judgment may be represented in general by a set of prognostic probability
distributions. A priori we assume that the judgment is not directly verifiable. The
forecaster should translate this judgment into a concrete and verifiable statement. This
translation process may not be well-defined, in particular when the statement must be
expressed in terms of "yes" or "no" or as a single estimated value. The governing role in
the trans lat ion process is played by the objective (or purpose) of the forecasts and,
c onsequently, of the verification itself. If, for instance, the forecast is made for a
known user, then the user's decision criterion should determine the translation in such a
way that the most profitable result of using the statement may be expected. If the
forecast is made for unknown users, as in the case of public forecasts, assumptions
regarding the use of the forecasts will lead to prescriptions and regulations governing
the translation process.
A user of weather forecasts generally will require information about verification
results. Such information is indispensable in order to make adequate decisions based on
the forecasts. In case the forecasts have to be paid for, the user will need verification
figures for assuring that the benefits of using forecasts exceed the costs of
information. For this purpose a verification program should be carried out.
Another possible purpose of verification is to assess the value of the judgment without
respect to any use to be made of the forecast. As the judgment by definition is assumed
not to be verifiable itself, a clear directive for translating the judgment into a
statement should be set forth. The definition of a standardized user could serve for this
purpose. A score based on the profit for a standard user may be considered to be a valid
scoring rule.
Also scoring rules, not based on a standard user, can be considered as valid scoring
rules, if certain requirements are met with respect to the score itself and with respect
to the directive for the translation process. In this chapter the basic principles for
determining the validity of scoring rules are defined, after the objectives of
verification are described.

2.1

Objectives of weather forecasting

It may be assumed that weather forecasting offices in various countries of the world have
similar objectives. As an example, some of the objectives of the Netherlands weather
service, as laid down in the terms of reference of the Royal Netherl ands Meteorological
Institute, may be quoted here:
"In behalf of economy, security, social benefit and
welfare, to provide weather forecasts, as reliable
and detailed as possible, and to give warnings for
some special meteorological phenomena • • • •
"
In these objectives, distinction is made between several ways of using the forecasts. Each
of these uses places its own requirements on the form and content of the information. In
order to meet the general objective, special forecasts should be made for special users,
along with the forecasts for the general public which would be distributed via the media
(radio, television, press) in a comprehensible form.
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Several tasks are derived from the general objective. Some of the tasks mentioned in the
terms of reference of the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute are quoted here:
"To estimate future values of weather elements and
of derived quantities."
"To draft warnings, forecasts for weather elements
and derived quantities, weather surveys, and to
give advice and explanations in a way adjusted to
the purposes of the user concerned."
"To maintain the efficiency of the service,
quality of the products, and the research
improvement of the forecasting methods."

the
for

The first task can be described as the development of a judgment about future weather
conditions. A judgment may be expressed in various forms, depending on the nature of the
forecaster or the prognostic system . For human forecasters it may vary from a simple
estimation of the most probable value to a complex set of conditional probability
distributions. Numerical models usually generate only a single estimated value, whereas
statistical methods may return a detailed probability distribution. In practice a judgment
is usually a mixture of such modes of expression. Henceforth, however, we will assume that
a judgment is in general quantifiable as a probability distribution of the predictand
concerned.
The second task relates to the statement that has to be made. This statement
based on both the judgment and the user's objectives. These objectives should be
considered in specifying the directive for the translation of the judgment
statement, and this translation should be accomplished in such a way that the
provides an optimal basis for decision.

should be
carefully
into the
statement

The last task quoted necessarily leads to verification of weather forecasts. Verification
may be defined as a systematic comparison of forecast statements and actually observed
weather conditions (KOEPPEN, 1884). This definition can be extended to include the
determination of the prognostic quality of forecasts and the quantification of this
quality by means of a mathematical function or measure. Such a measure is generally called
a verification score or scoring rule.

2.2

Objectives of forecast verification

According to BRIER and ALLEN (1951) the objectives of forecast verification may be divided
in three groups: economic, administrative, and scientific. We adopt this classification
here with some minor modifications.
a) Objectives in behalf of the user
a1) Verification may inform the user about the significance of forecast statements.
Particularly for users of general forecasts, who hope to realize economic profits
from those forecasts, there is a need for quantitative information in order to make
the most profitable decisions.
a2) For users obtaining special forecasts which are prepared in their behalf,
verification is important in order to develop adequate decision models. Also
verification may enable these users, in cooperation with the forecaster, to find the
optimum way of translating judgments into statements.
b) Administrative objectives
b1) Verification is needed to make a rational choice between various forecasting
methods.
b2) Verification can be used to determine the ability of forecasters, in order to
influence administrative decisions.
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b3) Quality control can be maintained by means of a continuous verification program.
b4) Insofar as necessary nowadays verification results could be used to justify the
existence of a meteorological service. In some cases verification may possibly
supply documentation for assessing the benefit/cost ratio of a meteorological
service, and consequently may contribute to administrative decisions.
c) Scientific purposes
c1) In research concerned with improving forecasting methods a verification scheme
which returns a quantitative measure of the quality of the methods is indispensable.
c2) Verification provides information that can be used to help establish research
priorities. Moreover, verification may identify weaknesses in methods, thereby
providing a basis for selecting situations involving large errors for further
analysis.
c3) Verification statistics can be used to help establish limits of predictability.
These purposes are closely connected with the objectives of weather forecasting. A single
verification system will not be sufficient to meet all these purposes. On the one hand,
verification of operationally published weather forecasts is needed to determine the
confidence a user should attach to a given statement (a1). This verification also is
desirable for internal quality control (b3). The best procedure to carry out this type of
verification is the construction of tables, presenting frequency distributions of observed
events in the past for any possible forecast statement. A verification score generally has
little meaning for the user. On the other hand, the specialized user ( a2 ) with economic
goals will require information about the profit that he may expect from the use of
tailored forecasts. A special verification score containing such information may serve
this purpose.
For objectives (b1) and (c1) an ind i cation is needed of the quality of the judgment. Since
a judgment is assumed not to be verifiable, a translation of the judgment into a statement
is required. For this purpose a hypothetical "standard user" could be introduced. Two
types of standard users have been proposed in the verification literature. An "optimal
user" was defined by Obukhov in 1955 (KARPEE'.V, 1966). This is a user whose profits from
forecasts are the maximum possible. Another standard user is the "average user", as
implicitly defined by MURPHY (1966). Here the profit from forecasts is integrated over all
possible values of the decision criterion. A score based on the profit for a standard user
is by definition a standard verification score.
A particular verification score might be a suitable scoring rule without being defined as
a standard verification score. If certain requirements are met such scores may be quite
useful as measures of the quality of a judgment. These general verification scores form a
collection of which the standard verification scores are a subset.
For the examination of deficiencies in forecasting systems or methods ( c2) a general
verification score, by which daily forecast statements could be evaluated, may be useful
as well. For instance, one could investigate the dependence of the scoring results on the
governing type of circulation. Also failures can be selected by a direct comparison of
forecast statements and observed conditions, without calculating a scoring result.

2.J

Principles of verification scores

If forecast statements are used in economic decisions, the value of these statements may
properly be assessed by the profit of the user. This Gross Profit GP should be compared
with the profit that would be obtained if no forecast statements were used. The situation
represented by the absence of a forecast statement is not always well defined. One could
suppose that the user would be guided by his own judgment. This judgment might be
supported by a reasonable knowledge of climatology or by an examination of the actual
weather. However, a decision based on chance is possible as well. In any case a reference
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situation in the absence of forecast statements should be defined, and the profit in this
situation can be referred to as the Reference Profit RP.
The Net Profit NP can be defined as the difference between the actual GP and RP ( for
convenience, the cost of information will be ignored here),
NP= GP - RP •
On the other hand a theoretical maximum value of the net profit always may be determined,
by assuming the forecasts to be perfect. If this Maximu~ Profit is denoted by MP, then we
may define an Index of Profit IP by
IP= NP/ MP •
When the forecast statements give no increase in profit above the reference profit, then
these forecasts are of no value for the user and IP=O since NP=O. In the case of perfect
forecasts IP=1 since NP=MP. The quantity MP can be considered to be a measure of the
user's sensitivity to the weather conditions of concern.
If special forecasts are made for th i s user, an optimum pro fit should be sought. This
principle governs the translation from judgments into statements. Of course the decision
model should be optimal too. If these requirements are met, then the index of profit by
definition is a special verification score. Such a score is appropriate for this one user,
or a group of users with exactly the same decision criterion. In this regard a special
verification score may be considered to be a function of the decision criterion and the
quality of the judgment.

Such a definition of a verification score cannot be applied to public forecasts. The
profit for a user of these forecasts may be calculated if his decision criterion is known,
but the requirements for a valid score would not be met, since the directives for the
translation process are not adapted to that user's particular decision criterion. For
verification of this type of forecast statement, a special verification score is not
particularly appropriate.
Generally the directives for the preparation of public forecasts are based on quite
different considerations, including psychological factors. A 40% probability of rain for
instance after a dry and sunny fortnight will not be worded in the same way as it would be
after a rainy week. Also non-meteorological factors may influence the translation of the
judgment here, such as the occurrence of major outdoor activities in the period of
concern.
We may conclude that scoring rules designed for measuring the quality of judgments should
not be based on forecasts for specific users or on public forecasts. Thus it is necessary
to draw up forecast statements for verification purposes only, using directives
exclusively chosen with the aim of optimizing the scoring result. For this purpose a
standard verification score may be useful, but other general verification scores may be
suitable as well.
A general verification score should possess a number of properties in order to be
a valid scoring rule. These properties are described below in terms of four principles.
(1) Scaling principles
( a) A general verification score V is a function of forecast statements and
observed conditions. Evaluation of this function usually should return a finite
scalar value.
(b) The result Vid of an "ideal" (or "perfect") forecasting system should be an
extreme value of V. This value by definition should be equal to, or at least in the
long run approach, a value Wid, which can be determined in advance. Wid is defined
as the "ideal value".
(c) The result Vrf of a reference system should by definition be equal to, or at
least in the long run approach, a value Wrf• which can be determined in advance.
Wrf is defined as the "reference value".
(d) The ideal value is not equal to the reference value.
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A desirable (but not necessary) property is that Wid=1 and Wrf=O. However, any score V
meeting the other requirements can be linearly transformed into a score V' with this
property. That is,
V'=(V-Vrf)/(Wid-Wrf) •
Also other transformations may be appropriate (see section 6.1). A verification score with
this property is referred to as a verification index. PEIRCE (1884) was the first to
formulate scaling principles explicitly. Many authors have adopted scaling principles as a
starting point for defining or formulating a verification score.
(2) Principle of equivalence
A score for statements on an unordered predictand should be invariant with regard
to the labeling of the events.
This principle was first formulated for two-event predictands by GILBERT (1884). It surely
is a valid principle for a general verification score. For special scores, however, it is
not applicable, because the events generally will not carry equal weights for a specific
user. The principle can be extended to predict ands with more than two events. This
extension, however, would not be reasonable when the events form an ordered collection. As
a result, the applicability of this principle is limited to unordered predictands.
(3) Principles of consistency
(a) The directives for the translation of a judgment into a statement should be
based solely on the objective of yielding an optimum scoring result. Additional
prescriptions are only admissible if they have negligible influence on the scoring
results.
(b) The directives should define a plausible relationship between the judgment and
statement.
(c) The directives should be independent of previously issued statements.
The concept of "(strictly) proper scoring rules" was introduced by MURPHY and EPSTEIN
(1967b) for the verification of probability forecasts. They required the relationship
between the parameters of the judgment and statement (both expressed in probabilities) to
be an exact equality. For categorical forecasts this concept cannot be applied. For this
case, we introduce the concept of "consistency". A scoring rule is consistent, when the
directive defines a unique relationship between the judgment and statement.
These principles may be interpreted as a prescription against "hedging". If hedging is
encouraged by the directive, then the scaring rule is to blame, not the forecaster. An
exception may be made for minor restrictions; for example, the practice of truncating
forecast values. The need for a relationship between a judgment and a statement (3b) is
quite evident. Principle (3c) prevents two forecasters with the same judgment from
arriving at different statements. Such an event might occur if their "forecasting
histories" are different. In this way a forecaster could influence the directives
himself.
An additional requirement might read: "The directive should be independent of parameter
values observed subsequent to earlier statements". The problem here is that climatological
parameters generally are involved in the score, and often in the directive as well. When
no climatological frequencies are known, the best estimate would be the collection of
previously observed values. In this case the proposed principle might reject many
verification scores. On the other hand, again two forecasters with different "observation
histories" might use different directives, and arrive at different forecast statements,
starting from the same judgment.
(4) Principle of additivity
A scoring result can be calculated for any single forecast statement, and the
result over a number of statements is equal to the arithmetic mean of the
individual results.
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At first sight the significance of this principle is not obvious. Verification of a single
statement will not provide a meaningful impression of quality. Only after a large set of
statements has been verified can any insight be obtained about the value that may be
assigned to these statements. Suppose a forecaster issues an Ba'o probability statement of
dry weather on five days, only one of which is followed by rain. Most scores will yield a
lower score on the day with rain than on any of the dry days; yet we may not conclude that
this forecast is worse than the other four forecasts. On the contrary, the 80% probability
implies that one out of five statements will be followed by rain, and the rainy day is
ample justification for the statement in this respect.
The user, however, generally may calculate a profit for any single event. The average
daily profit over a number of statements is equal to the average of the individual
profits; that is, profits are additive. A verification score, defined in terms of economic
profit, therefore should satisfy this principle.
Sti 11 the fourth principle cannot be considered a definite requirement. The difficulty
with this principle is the same as that mentioned earlier with respect to the independence
of the directive from observed values. If climatological data are not available, then a
reference profit often cannot be assessed for an individ ual case.
When the fourth principle is met, an optimum result may be expected if each individual
result is optimal. Thus, the directive will not depend on previously issued statements or
on observed values, with the result that principle (3c) is met implicitly.
Apart from requirements on the score itself, requirements also may be defined with respect
to the sampling of forecasts and observations. Generally the selection of material should
not depend on the forecaster's judgment or on the observed conditions. This implies for
instance that a forecaster should not be free to withhold a forecast statement. On the
other hand, there are no objections against sampling forecasts for special purposes . In
general the selection should be based on objective criteria, preferably reflecting the
situation at the time the forecasts were issued.

2.4 Verification tables

The main topic of this report is the verification of weather forecasts by means of scoring
rules. In section 2.2 we indicated that the preparation of verification tables appeared to
be more appropriate for several purposes than the calculation of a score. Thus it seems
reasonable to give some brief attention here to this type of verification.
For the user who must operate with public forecasts, which are not specifically tailored
to his purposes, a verification score may not be very meaningful. For this large group of
users a verification scheme should produce, for any statement, a description of the
probability distribution that has to be taken into account. A table, presenting for each
class of statements a frequency distribution of subsequently observed values, is the most
suitable guide for decision making in this case.
Verification tables can be used as a means of verifying statements, no matter which
directives for translating the judgment into a statement are in force. Further, tables
could well be used to get a more detailed view of the deficiencies of the judgment, if the
judgment-forecast translation directives are well defined. In the latter case, any
possible statement might be regarded as a label of a class of judgments only. In many
cases the data, collected for the purpose of assessing a verification score, can be used
for the preparation of verification tables.
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OiAPTER 3:

TERMINOLOGY AN> NOTATION

A judgment generally may be characterized by a judgmental probability distribution. The
shape of this distribution may differ greatly depending on both the forecasting technique
and the nature of the predictand.
A statement may be formulated in different ways. For instance, a forecast statement may
consist of a distribution of forecast probabilities, or simply contain just one estimated
value. In this chapter three types of forecast statements will be defined.
Several different types of predictands can be identified as well. A major criterion is
whether the predictand is unordered or ordered. In the latter case it is important whether
this ordering is taken into account in the verification.
Notation for judgments, statements, and observed weather will be defined in this chapter.
Also some general definitions with respect to verification scores are presented.

3.1

s~

general notation

The number of forecasts and observations in a sample will be denoted by the symbol N. A
member of the sample will be indicated by the subscript symbol n, where n may take values
from O up to N-1. Further, summations of a quantity or expression z over N will simply be
denoted by
I:n(z) •
The sample average of z will be denoted by

( = l:n ( z ) /N ) •
In some cases sample averages will be denoted also by an overbar: 'z'.
The collection of parameters Zn (n=O, ••• ,N-1) will be denoted by

( z}n·
Sometimes bold type characters will be used to indicate quantities referring to a single
forecast or observation. Binary quantities (taking values O or 1 only) will be
characterized by greek letters. In these cases sample averages will be denoted in
corresponding arabic type characters; e.g.,
V = AVn( V
a = AVn( a )
An expected value of an arbitrary
distribution h(z) is denoted by:

function G(z) based on some arbitrary probability

+(!)

Eh(G) =

f

G(z) .h(z) dz •

-(!)

3.2

Predictands

Weather elements to be forecast are in general rather complex quantities. For example,
variations in time and space may be far from negligible. For some elements even at one
time and one place the state of the weather is not simply defined.
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Nevertheless, in a verification scheme any weather element should be characterized by a
simple quantity. This quantity may be the result of an instantaneous observation at one
place, an average value over an area, a total daily amount, or an extreme value. Such a
quantity, which is assumed to represent the weather element, is defined as a predictand.
We may distinguish three classes of predictands: nominal predictands, ordinal predictands,
and vector predictands. This report will deal mainly with nominal and ordinal predictands.
A nominal predictand is characterized by an event t out of a finite number T of
collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive events. The parameter twill be assumed to
take values from O to T-1. The events are not necessarily ordered (examples: nature of
precipitation - e.g., dry/rain/snow/hail; cloudiness - e.g., cloudy/partly cloudy/sunny).
Many verification scores have been designed for forecasts for a single event; that is T=2:
the event may or may not occur. A nominal predictand with T=2 will be referred to as a
binary predictand (examples: precipitation, fog, thunder, frost).
An ordinal predictand is characterized by a scalar quantity y, whi ch may take values on a
continuous or a discrete scale ( exampies: temperature, atmospheric pressure). A continuous
predictand is of theoretical int erest. However, since measurement accuracy is only finite,
the scale is never really continuous. Forecasting inaccuracy is even greater, and so the
number of discrete values (or intervals) is generally limited in the practice of
verification. The number of discrete values or intervals is denoted by the symbol Y. For
practical reasons the symbol y will often reflect the serial number of the discrete value
(taking values from Oto Y-1), instead of the value itself.
A vector predictand is characterized by a quantity, which may take a value in a certain
vector space. This kind of predictand will not te considered in this report. In principle
it may be treated in a way analogous to scalar predictands, either directly or by
decomposition into scalar quantities (examples: wind direction and speed; wave direction,
height and period).
Ordinal predictands can be considered as one-dimensional vector predictands. Nominal
predictands also can be considered as vector predictands, the T events being represented
by basic vectors of a T-dimensional vector space (EPSTEIN & MURPHY, 1965). In many cases a
predictand is not a priori either nominal or ordinal. This may depend on the way forecast
statements are formulated and on the verification scheme. In general a predict and is
ordinal if the ordering of the values is taken into account, otherwise the predictand is
of the nominal type.
In the following, summation of an arbitrary
respectively will simply be denoted as

function

or expression G over T or

Y

or

3.3

Predictors

A predictor is defined as the generator of a judgment. A predictor can be for example a
human forecaster, or an objective forecasting scheme. We will assume that a judgment can
always be quantified in a Judgmental Probability Distribution (JPD).
A singular JPD is a JPD assigning the probability 1 to one value or event - the singular
value or event - and the probability Oto all other possible values or events.
An ideal predictor is • a predictor continually generating a singular JPD,
singular value or event is by definition the one subsequently observed.

where

the

A reference predictor generates a Reference Probability Distribution ( RPD). Common
reference predictors are climatology and persistence . A climatological RPD is the
climatological relative frequency distribution of observations.
The shape of a JPD depends on the nature of the predictand and the predictor. Numerical
forecasting models often yield a singular JPD, whereas subjective and statistical methods
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generally produce less categorical judgments. Climatological frequency distributions can
be used to illustrate the influence of the nature of the predictand. In Figure 1 several
distributions are recorded graphically. We may distinguish various characteristics.
Firstly, different kinds of predictands are recorded:
- a binary predictand (f),
- a nominal predictand (b),
- ordinal predictands (a),(c),(d),(e).
Further the ordinal predictands may be divided in:
- unbounded predictands (c),
- one-side bounded predictands (d),
- two-side bounded predictands (a),(e).
Also differences in the shape of the distributions of ordinal predictands may be
distinguished:
- approximately symmetric, unimodal distributions (c),
- skewed distributions (d),
- L-shaped distributions (a),
- U-shaped distributions (e).
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Figure 1: Climatological frequency distributions for some predictands.
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In practical forecasting, even more shapes of distributions may occur; e.g., bimodal
distributions. It is evident that a variety of distributions has to be treated. This
implies that means of simplifying the representation of distributions, e.g., by a mean
value and a standard deviation, is inadequate in many cases. This problem has to be faced
and solved in the practice of verification.
Henceforth a JPD will be denoted in the following way. For a nominal predictand qt will
symbolize the probability of occurrence of event t, with
I:t(qt) = 1 ·
In case of a binary predictand we will use the simplified notation q1=q, and consequently
qo=1-q.
For an ordinal predictand, the function Q(y) denotes the probability of occurrence of a
value smaller than or equal to y. Also the JPD for a continuous predict and may be
quantified by means of the function q(y), with
q(y) = dQ(y)/dy.
Starting from a JPD, an expected value of an arbitrary function G(y) may be symbolized by
Eq(G), where
+(D

Eq(G) =

f

G(y) .q(y) dy •

-(D

3.4

Statements

Depending on the nature of the predictand, different kinds of forecast statements may be
made. Three groups of statements are distinguished here.
A probability statement contains a probability distribution for possible events or values.
- For a nominal predictand for each event ta probability Pt is given. All values of Pt
must belong to the interval (0,1), and the sum of all probabilities should equal 1. If
the predictand is binary, then the probability of event 1 is denoted simply by p; thus,
P1=P and Po=1-p.
- For each discrete value of an ordinal predictand, P(y) will symbolize the probability
of occurrence of a value smaller than or equal to y. The function p( y) denotes the
probability density function
p(y) = dP(y)/dy.
The probability statement for a continuous predictand is of theoretical interest; however,
such statements are seldom made in practice.
A probability statement allows a rather complete description of the judgment, or at least .
of the JPD. In forecasting practice, however, statements often must be expressed in other
ways. Statements, not containing information on probabilities, are called categorical
statements. The way a categorical statement is formulated depends on the nature of the
predictand, and consequently two kinds of categorical statements are introduced.
An alternative statement contains one or more events, the occurrence of which is forecast;
the other events are implicitly not forecast. For a nominal predictand one or more events
t are forecast by assigning the value 1 to the parameter µt. Events not forecast are
characterized by µt=O. For a binary predictand, the simplified notation: µ1=µ and µo=1-µ
will be used.
In the case of nominal treatment of an ordered predict and a function µ( y) will adopt
values 1 or O, depending on whether the value y is forecast or not forecast. Generally the
forecast values will form a continuous interval, or at least a finite number of such
intervals.
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The average value ofµ over a sample of N statements will be denoted by the symbol m:
mt= AVn(µtn) •
Therefore, mt represents the frequency of prediction of the event t in the sample.
Analogously m represents the frequency of prediction of event 1 in the binary case, and so
forth.
A point-estimate statement applies to ordinal predictands. It contains just one scalar
value, denoted by the symbol e. Verification may be based on the distance between the
forecast value and the observed value.

3.5

Observations

The value or event observed afterwards will be characterized by the following symbols. For
a nominal predict and (()t denotes whether event t was observed or not: (()t =1 if event t
occurred, otherwise (()t=O. For a binary predictand observations are defined simply by((),
with (()1=(() and (()o=1-(().
For an ordinal predictand the symbol o denotes the observed value. Further,
- (()(y)=1 if the value y was observed, that is o=y, otherwise (()(y)=O;
- <I>( y) =1 if a value smaller than or equal to y was observed ( o ~ y), otherwise <I>( y) =0.
When used as a subscript, o refers to the observed event or value.
The average of (()t over a sample of N cases will be denoted by the symbol ft' thus
ft = AVn((()tn) .
So ft represents the relative frequency of occurrence of the event t in the sample.
The quantities f, f(y) and F(y) are defined in an analogous manner.
Climatological frequencies are denoted by the symbol c. For a nominal predictand, ct
symbolizes the climatological frequency of event t. For an ordinal predictand, c(y) and
C(y) denote the climatological frequency of occurrence of a discrete value y and a value
less than or equal toy, respectively. In particular, the climatologically expected value
of ft is
EcCft) = ct ·

3.6

Verification measures

A verification score is symbolized by the capital letter V. If the definition of a
verification score is based on a sample of cases, V is printed in normal type; if V
reflects the result of a single forecast, Vis printed in bold type ( V ).
Since the verification of weather forecasts involves the comparison of forecast and
observed conditions, a verification score consequently should be a function of forecast
statements and observations: V=V(statements,observations). In the verification of
probability statements, this fact implies that V=V({P}n,{(()}n).
In the verification of alternative statements we may write: V=V( {µ}n,{(()}n). An important
role is played here by the quantity at, where at= µt,(()t, So at=1 only in the case that
event t is forecast and observed, In a manner analogous tom and f we define
at= AVnCatn) •
The symbol at represents the relative frequency of correct forecasts of the event tin the
sample.
For a binary predictand the results of forecast statements and observed conditions may be
summarized in a 2x2 contingency table (Table 1).
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observed:
predicted:

t

=1

t

sum

=0

t

=1

a

m-a

m

t

=0

f-a

1+a-m-f

1-m

f

1-f

1

sum

Table 1: Standard 2x2 table for alternative statements
on a binary predictand.
It is important to note that the results of a sample are fixed completely by three
parameters: a, m, and f. Many verification scores are formulated in terms of these
parameters; that is,
V = V(a,m, f) •
A verification score for point-estimate statements is formulated in terms of e and o:
V = V({e}n,{o}n) •
An important role in this case is often played by the distanced, where
d

=

le-ol .

In many cases verification is based on the squared distances, where
s = d2 •
For the case that the sign of the forecast error is of concern,
bias b
b = e-o

we

introduce the

In Table 2 a summary of concepts and symbols is presented.
Type of predictand:

Nominal

Ordinal

Parameters of the predictand:

t

y

Parameters of the judgment:

qt

Q(y),q(y)

Probability statement parameters:

Pt

P(y),p(y)

Types of categorical statements:

Alternative

Point-estimate

Categorical statement parameters:

µt 'mt

e, µ(y)

Observation parameters:

(j)t

Climatological parameters:
Verification parameters:
Table 2: Summary of concepts and symbols.

'

ft

'

'(J)(y)' q>(y)

F(y), f(y)

Ye, C(y), c(y)

Ct
at

0

at

d '

s '

b
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CHAPTER 4:

A BRIEF REVIEW

or THE VERIFICATION LITERATURE

Since 1884 a large number of papers has been published on the subject of verification of
weather forecasts. In this chapter attention is focused on the formulation of important
concepts in forecast verification. Also more than 25 scoring rules are mentioned.
Until 1914 the interest in verification was concerned almost exclusively with alternative
forecasts for a binary predictand. The discussions were theoretical to a great extent and
most of the proposed scores apparently were never used in practice. In the years between
1914 and 1947 interest extended to other predictands. Scoring rules were proposed for
ordinal predictands and several scores appeared to be applied in practice. As from 1947
attention shifted largely to the verification of probability statements. Moreover, several
misunderstandings concerning the purposes of verification were clarified, thereby largely
bringing to an end a polemical discussion on the merits and demerits of forecast
verification at all. Also, some important improvements in scoring rules for alternative
statements were introduced.
In this chapter no attention is paid to scores that are based on arbitrary systems of
awarding marks to forecasts for correctness. Generally, these scores were generated in
order to verify both public forecasts and judgments by means of a single scoring rule.
Although the impossibility of realizing this objective has been recognized for many years,
scores of this type still seem to be popular in practice.

4.1

1884 - 1914

Operational forecast verification has been carried out as early as 1877 in the USA and in
Germany. The first papers on forecast verification were published in 1884. KOEPPEN
(1884) defined the concept of verification as a systematic comparison between predicted
and observed weather conditions. Skill in forecasting may be established when different
statements are followed by different observations. Hence the results should be compared
with the results of chance forecasts. Koeppen was not enthousiastic about the idea of a
verification score and preferred verification by means of tables. Moreover, Koeppen
emphasized the senselessness of verifying single forecasts, indicating that a large sample
of forecast statements was required for drawing any conclusions from the results.
In the same year FINLEY (1884) published a paper on alternative tornado predictions. Some
results of this study are recorded in Table 3. These gave rise to broad discussions on the
observed:
predicted:

yes

no

sum

yes

28

72

100

no

23

2680

2703

sum

51

2752

2803

Table 3: Results of tornado predictions after Finley
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subject of verification scores. Finley judged the results by calculating the percentage of
correct predictions, obtaining:
( 28 + 2680 ) / 2803 = 96.61 % .
In terms of the definitions of Chapter 3 this score may be formulated as follows:
Vfinley = 1 + 2a - m - f
Finley's score generally is given the name of "hit percentage" or "hit rate".
It was pointed out by GILBERT (1884) that a predictor, continuously predicting ''no", would
have reached a score of 98.18 % in Finley's sample. Consequently, the hit percentage could
not be considered as an appropriate measure of skill in forecasting. Gilbert proposed two
modifications in this scoring rule. First, all correct predictions of non-occurrence
should be eliminated, that is:
Vgilbert-1 =a/ (m + f - a)
This scoring rule is widely known as the "Threat Score". Gilbert was not completely
satisfied with this score, and suggested that the numerator as well as the denominator
should be corrected for the number of correct random predictions. This number may be
obtained by the relation arandom = m.f. Consequently, the score should read
Vgilbert-2 = (a - mf) / (m + f - a - mf) •
In response to Gilbert's paper, PEIRCE (1884)
starting point for developing a scoring rule:

proposed the following principle as a

If the statements had been obtained by combining a number of
statements, made by an "infallible witness", with a number of
statements, made by an "utterly ignorant person" at random, then the
approximation to knowledge in the statements so obtained would be
measured by the fraction expressing the proportion of statements made
by the infallible witness.
The score resulting from this concept reads
Vpeirce = (a - mf) I (f.(1 - f)) •
Peirce's formula did not receive much attention in later publications. The reasons for
this situation are not quite clear. MULLER (1944) mentions the paper in his survey of
literature, omitting however the formula itself. BLEEKER (1946) mentions the formula, but
in an erroneous citation. In the 1950s several authors independently developed scoring
rules, which are either identical or very similar to Peirce's score, without any reference
to the latter. It must be concluded that Peirce had more or less been forgotten. Peirce
was also the first to present a simple formula for the economic profit of alternative
forecasts.
In 1885 Doolittle suggested an alternative to Gilbert's and Peirce's scores
1944). Doolittle proposed
Vdoolittle = (a - mf) 2 I (m.(1-m).f.(1-f))

(MULLER,

Grossmann in 1898 mentioned a combination of two scoring rules in verifying alternative
forecasts for relatively rare events (MULLER, 1944):
Vgrossmann-1 =a/ f
and
Vgrossmann-2 = a Im•
In this report these scores are also referred to as the "partial annunciation frequency"
and the "partial hit frequency" respectively. The addition "partial" is used in order to
indicate that only one of the possible events is involved in the score. The concept of
"annunciation frequency" corresponds to that of "prefigurance", and "probability of
detection" (POD). The "hit frequency" is associated with "postagreement", and, in a
complementary way, to "false alarm rate" (FAR). POD and FAR are concepts, applied in
signal detection theory.
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At the turn of the century, publications on verification often dealt with storm warnings.
This kind of forecasts is in general readily verifiable, since the statements usually are
standardized ( unlike statements in public forecasts). The German storm warning service
used the Grossmann scores, in Denmark a score described by Lacour was applied (MULLER,
1944):
V1acour = a.(1 - m) / (m.(f - a)).
This score represents the quotient of the partial hit ratio in yes-forecasts, and the
partial failure ratio in no-forecasts.
EKHOLM (1907) defined a score for wind forecasts, produced by the Swedish storm warning
service. For the first time point-estimate statements were involved in the verification:
Vekholm = 1 - 's'/~ ·
In this formula~ represents the sample averages of climatological forecasts.

4.2

1914 - 1947

This period was marked by broad discussions of the pros and cons of several verification
systems, and of the rationale of verification in general. Some "food" for these
discussions was furnished by the lack of a clear distinction between the different
objectives that may be pursued by means of verification. In this section we will not
concern ourselves with this matter.
In 1921 Wallen described a verification method for the Danish storm warnings, based on
correlations (MULLER, 1944). For verification of statements on a binary predict and the
score reads
Vwallen-1 = (a - mf) / V((m.(1-m).f.(1-f)) •
Further Wallen suggested the verification of point-etsimate statements for an ordinal
predictand by means of a correlation coefficient:
Vwallen-2 = AVn( (e-e). (o-'o'} )/ v(AVn(e-e) 2 .AVn(o-'o'} 2 ) •
HEIDKE ( 1926) presented the "GUte", which became a very popular skill score. The formula
reads
Vheidke-1 = 2(a - mf) / (m + f - 2mf) •
The score was designed in order to verify Swedish and Norwegian storm warnings. For
practical use, Heidke adjusted the score in such a way that the reference predictor was
based on both climatology and persistence.
A "skill percentage" was defined by CLAYTON (1927):
Vclayton = (a - mf) / (m.(1 - m)) •
Clayton's score has a direct relationship with Peirce's score. Both
expressed in terms of Grossmann scores for each event:
and
Vclayton = a1/m1 + ao/mo - 1 .
Vpeirce = a1/f1 + ao/fo - 1

scores can

be

Clearly Peirce's score is based on partial annunciation frequencies (prefigurance), while
Clayton's score is formulated in terms of partial hit frequencies ( post agreement). For
both scores an extension to nominal predictands in general is possible. Further, we may
note that
Vpeirce • Vclayton = Vdoolittle = (Vwallen) 2 •
For point-estimate statements, HEIDKE (1929) introduced the "Wert":
Vheidke-2 = 1 - '?/cirf ·
Again, He idke emphasized the point that a reference predictor should not only be based on
climatology, but on persistence as well .
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A very useful comprehensive bibliography on forecast verification was edited by MULLER
(1944). It was used as a ·main guide in the compilation of this review of the literature.
In a critical survey of verification scores BLEEKER (1946) formulated five requirements
that a score for alternative statements on a binary predictand should meet:
-

for an ideal predictor the score should be independent off;
the same holds for a predictor, always forecasting the wrong event;
a (random) reference predictor should reach a score of O;
the score should be invariant for an exchange of events;
it should be impossible to optimize scoring results by not obeying prescriptions.

These requirements correspond largely with the principles formulated in section 2.3 of
this report. Bleeker examined 10 scoring rules with respect to these requirements. It was
shown that the scores, defined by Finley, Lacour, and Clayton did not meet the fifth
requirement. Four other scores (Gilbert, Doolittle, Wallen-1, and Heidke-1) were presumed
to be safe against "hedging", whereby Wallen' s score was considered as the most suitable
scoring rule. In Chapter 5 we will find that all scores, examined by Bleeker, are unsafe
in this respect.

4.3

1947 - 1982

Quite new developments were introduced by BRIER (1950). A verification scheme was
presented for forecasts expressed in terms of probabilities. The "Probability Score" was
defined as follows
Vbrier = "Et ( Pt - (J)t) 2 •
BRIER and ALLEN (1951) pointed out that any verification scheme should be tested with
respect to the objective that has to be served. They distinguished three groups of
objectives; these objectives were listed already in section 2.2. It may be stated that
much discussion on forecast verification in previous years was pointless, because the
objectives of verification were not clarified.
BIJVOET and BLEEKER ( 1951 ) presented two formula's for the economic profit of weather
forecasts for a special user. These expressions can be considered as an extension of
Peirce's formula.
GRINGORTEN (1951) developed a score for alternative statements on a nominal predictand,
deliberately based on climatological frequencies instead of sample frequencies:
Vgringorten-1 = "Et(atlct)
This scoring rule allows only one event to be forecast at a time.
VERNON (1953) indicated the possibility of applying scores for point-estimate statements
(Ekholm, Heidke-2) to ordinal predictands with rather skewed frequency distributions, such
as precipitation amounts, or visibility. The scale could arbitrarily be divided into
classes with approximately equal frequencies. Assignment of values O, 1, 2, 3,
• to
these classes yields a transformed scale, suitable for application of the scores.
In 1954 Kuiper's "Performance Index" (HANSSEN and KUIPERS, 1965) was operationally
introduced in the Nether lands. This score resembles Peirce's score, but the version in
which it is applied in practice is different, because the reference system is based on
climatological frequencies instead of sample frequencies. Moreover this score is designed
for nominal predictands in general.
Vkuip8r3 = "Et(Ut - µtct)/(1 - "Et(ct 2 )) •
Similar scores were developed by CROSSLEY (1954), Obukhov (after KARPEEV, 1966), and Bryan
(after GRINGORTEN, 1967).
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A second score for probability statements was developed by HOLLOWAY and WOODBURY (1955),
based on information theory. This "Information Ratio" reads
Vooii@W@y4:W@@~Yfy = 1 - AVn(ln(po))/AVn(ln(co)) •
This score takes into account only the forecast probability assigned to the event that
subsequently occurs.
APPLEMAN (1960) pointed out that Heidke's skill score is not protected against hedging.
That is, the statement to be made in order to obtain an optimum result depends on the
results of former statements, and is not uniquely defined by the judgment. Appleman
presented a new score, based on the assumption that a reference predictor always predicts
the state with the greatest observed frequency. For a binary predictand the score reads
Vappleman = (4a - 2m + 1 - 2f - [1-2f]) / (1 - [1-2f]) •
SCHRANK (1961) also criticized Heidke's score, and suggested another alternative:
Vschrank = 3a - 2mf - (m+f)/2 •
SANDERS (1963) showed that the Brier score can be partitioned into two terms, respectively
recording "validity" and "sharpness". The validity term yields an optimum (zero) when each
class of statements with identical probability distributions is· associated with an
observed frequency distribution that equals the probability distribution defining that
class. The sharpness term is smaller as the observation frequencies connected to the
classes of statements approach zero or one.
GRINGORTEN (1965) presented a modification of his first score (1951), such that
predictions of more than one event are allowed. The directive for this score is the
prediction of those events t, for which: qt > ct. This directive is identical to the
directive of Kuipers' score. The scoring rule reads
Vgringorten-2 = I:t((at - µtct + Ct - q>tct) I (ct.( 1-ct))) •
The score weights events t which are not forecast nor observed with a factor 1/(1-ct) and
the observed event t - if forecast - with a weight 1/ct. Other events are weighted by 0.
Gringorten also developed an analogon of this score for point-estimate statements on an
ordinal predictand. This score reads
VQr-if\l]@l'hf\.. J = -ln((1-C(e)).C(o)), i f o > e, and
-ln((1-C(o)).C(e)), i f o < e,
with the directive: Q(e) = C(e) •
KARPEEV (1966) examined four scores, identical to the scores designed by Clayton, Peirce,
Heidke-1, and Wallen-1. Karpeev concluded that the Peirce score (here attributed to
Obukhov) is the most appropriate measure to assess the usefulness of alternative forecast
statements.
MURPHY and EPSTEIN (1967a) showed that the quality of probabilistic statements can be
described by several attributes:
a) validity: for this general attribute, the Brier score is a good measure; that is,
(p-q>)Z should be small.
b) bias-in-the- large: in the long run, the average forecast probability for each event t
should equal the average obtained frequency, that is: [pt-ft] should be small.
c) bias-in-the-small: in the long run, for any class i of identical predictions pi the
observed frequency fi should equal Pi• that is, [Pi-fi] should be small for each i.
d) sharpness: p should differ little from O or 1; thus, p(1-p) should be small.
e) resolution: the predictor should be able to distinguish classes i in such a way that fi
differs little from O or 1, that is fi(1-fi) should be small (the value Pi here only
plays a role as a label of a class of predictions).
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The optimum way for deriving a categorical statement from an assessed probability
distribution was investigated by BRYAN and ENGER (1967) for some scoring rules. MURPHY and
EPSTEIN (1967b) examined the directives for probability statements. They defined a "proper
scoring rule", which requires that the directive for optimizing the scoring result
reads: p=q.
A "spherical scoring rule'' for probabilistic statements (ascribed to Toda) was mentioned
by WINKLER (1967):
Ytoda = p / / ( l::.t ( Pt 2 ))
0

EPSTEIN ( 1969) presented a score for probability statements on an ordinal predictand.
MURPHY (1971) proved that this "ranked probability score'' may be expressed as:
V@p@hif\ = 1 - ( l::.y(P(y)..(J)(y))2)/(Y-1) •
A survey of operational verification scores in various countries was presented by
DOBRYSHMAN (1972). The following kinds of predictands, and associated verification methods
were distinguished:
a) scalar and vector quantities, to be verified by means of an RMS-error, a correlation
coefficient, the mean absolute error, or the correlation of the sign of tendencies.
b) binary predictands, to be verified by means of a score that appears to be identical to
the Peirce formula.
c) nominal predictands.
d) rather complicated predictands (e.g. localness, intensity, duration, time of occurrence
or variability of phenomena).
Dobryshman refrained from recommending a scoring system for the latter two kinds of
predict ands.
A new three-term vector partition of the Brier score was presented by MURPHY (1973). The
terms of this partition represent:
a) a climatological term, quantifying the uncertainty inherent to the events.
b) a reliability term, which is a measure for bias-in-the-small (see: MURPHY and EPSTEIN,
1967a).
c) a resolution term, which is a measure for the forecaster's ability to distinguish
classes i of probabilities in such a way, that the corresponding observed relative
frequencies fi depart maximally from the overall observed relative frequency f.
In 1974 MURPHY presented a "sample skill score" for probability statements. This score is
a transformation of the Brier score, involving a reference system based on observed
frequencies:
Vmurphy = AVn( l::.tCft - q>t) 2 - l::.tCPt - (f)t) 2 ) •
Furthermore Murphy examined "difference skill scores" and "ratio skill scores", the former
being a transformation by means of an additional reference term only, and the latter
containing a factor in the denominator as well. The conclusion was that the denominator
should not depend on observed frequencies. The latter should be replaced here by the
climatological frequencies in order to keep the denominator constant.
BALZER (1976) required that a verification score should be independent of arbitrary
classifications of a predictand. Theoretically each nominal predictand consequently would
be unverifiable, since boundaries between distinct classes in practice are always
arbitrary in some way. Balzer judged the reduction of variance as the most suitable score
for an ordinal predictand. Moreover he indicated that the choice of the reference
predictor should be made between climatology and persistence, whichever is the best
predictor. For one particular predict and the choice might turn out to be different for
different lead times.
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WOODCOCK (1976) examined seven scores for binary predictands. Peirce's score (here
attributed to Hanssen and Kuipers) alone proved to furnish a result that is independent of
the composition of the sample, in case the annunciation frequencies of both events are
assumed to be constant. As Peirce's score is based on annunciation frequencies, this
result is not surprising.
Many scoring rules for binary predictands yield the same result (zero) for random
forecasts, independently of the way these forecasts are prepared. ROUSSEAU (1980)
presented a scoring rule that gives higher marks to unbiased random forecasts than, for
example, to continual yes-forecasts:
Vrousseau = (4a - (f+m) 2 ) / (2(f+m) - (f+m) 2 ) •
Sometimes forecasts have to be prepared in a way which is neither completely
probabilistic, nor purely categorical; for example the case that only one (most probable)
event should be forecast, and for that event a probability of occurrence should be added.
For this situation BAKER (1981) recommended:
Vbaker = 2 ·( 1 - ~t + (pt - ~t) 2 ) •
where t reflects the most probable event. The formula is identical to the Brier score,
extended with the term
2 ( 1-~t). The latter addition is needed in order to prevent
optimization by choosing a most unlikely event.
In 1982 MASON suggested the measurement of quality by means of two quantities, used in
signal detection theory. Accuracy can be measured by d', the index of discrimination. Bias
(depending on the decision criterion used) is given by the likelihood ratio G.
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CHAPTER 5:

EXAMINATION

or SCORING RULES

In this chapter the scores, mentioned in Chapter 4, will be tested with respect to the
principles formulated in Chapter 2 (section 2.3).
A scoring rule V, based on a sample of N statements, may generally be formulated as a
function of the collection of statements stn, and the collection of observations obn:
V = V( {st} n, {ob} n) •
Now the principles formulated in section 2.3 may be presented in a more mathematical way
as follows:
(1a): Evaluation of V should always yield a finite scalar value.
(1b): Ec(V({ob}n,{ob}n)) = Wid is a constant, determinable in advance.
(1c): Ec(V({strf}n, {ob}n)) = Wrf is a constant, determinable in advance.
(1d): Wid is not equal to Wrf; preferably, Wid=1 and Wrf=O.
(2): For a binary predictand the score is invariant for an interchange of the events t=O
and t=1.
(3a): The condition that Eq(V({st}n,stnext,{ob}n,obnext)) should be optimal (where stnext
and obnext refer to the N+1st statement and observation, respectively) returns a
condition for stnext; this condition is the only valid directive with respect to
the score.
(3b): The directive should contain a relation between the parameters of the judgment
(q,Q) and of the statement (p,P,µ,e).
(3c): The directive should be independent of {st}n.
V may be evaluated for N=1, and
V({st}n,{ob}n ) = AVnC V (stn,obn)) •

(4):

5.1

Quadratic scores for probability statements

The Brier "Probability Score'' for a nominal predictand reads
V = :Et ( Pt - (l)t) 2 •
(1a): V is a function of the parameters of statement and observation, returning always a
finite value, since Pt and q>t are both limited to the closed interval (0,1).
(1b): For an ideal predictor Pt=(l)t , so Vid = Wid = 0.
(1c): The scoring result of a climatological reference predictor is given by Pt=ct
Vrf = :EtCct - (l)t) 2 = :EtCct 2 ) - 2co + 1 •
The expected value of Vrf is:
Wrf = EcCVrf) = 1 - :EtCct 2 ),
returning a climatological constant, determinable in advance.
(1d): Unless Ct=1 for one event t, Wrf is not equal to Wid
(2): Since the formula gives no preference to any specific value oft, the equivalence
principle is obviously met.
(3a): If the estimated probability of occurrence of an event t is denoted by qt, then the
forecaster's expectation of Vis

Eq(V) = I:t((1-qtHPt-D) 2 + qt(Pt-1) 2 ) = 1 + I:t(Pt 2 - 2qtpt) •
The optimum (minimum) value of Eq(V) is reached when the derivative of Eq(V) with
respect to Pt equals zero, yielding the directive
Pt=qt . No other additional
prescriptions are needed; however, a prescription to express Pt in multiples of
(e . g.) 1 or 10 percent may be considered harmless in general.
(3b): The directive is a relation between the parameter values of judgment (qt) and
statement (pt).
(3c,4): Since the score is defined for a single statement, the additivity principle is met
implicitly. Consequently the requirement of independence of previous statements is
met as well. In order to conform with the index requirement (Wid=1, Wrf=O), the
score may be transformed linearly:
V = I:t((ct-(Jlt) 2 - (pt-(Jlt) 2 ) / (1 - I:t(ct 2 ))
This "Brier Index" meets all the requirements formulated in the four principles of
section 2.3.
Murphy's "Sample Skill Score" is another transformation of the Brier score:
V = AVn( I:t((ft- (Jlt)2 - (pt-(Jlt)2)).
The score meets the same principles as the Brier score does, except for the fourth
principle. For N=1, ft=(Jlt, so Vis identical to the Brier score, and consequently
V c/= AVn( V ) •
When ct is unknown the score may be considered quite reasonable, otherwise the Brier index
has to be preferred.
Baker's score actually involves a binary verification scheme for multiple-event
forecasts. On each occasion the forecaster should select the most probable event, and
assess a probability. So in fact the number of events is reduced to 2: the chosen event
occurs or does not occur. The score meets all the principles, since it is a linear
transformation of the Brier score. The disadvantage is that rare events will seldom be
forecast . Therefore it may not be considered to be a very suitable tool for verification,
unless the definition of the events is chosen in such a way, that all events have about
the same a priori probability of occurrence; i.e., ct = 1/T for all events t. This
condition, however, cannot be fulfilled for each predictand.
For an ordinal predictand Epstein's "Ranked Probability Score" is applicable. This score
is an average of Y-1 Brier scores for binary predictands, where each predictand refers to
exceeding or not exceeding one of the Y-1 threshold values. Accordingly, Epstein's score
meets the principles in the same way the Brier score does. Again a linear transformation
may transform the score into an index:
V = I:y((C(y)-<l>(y))2-(P(y)-<ll(y))2) / I:y(C(y)-C(y)2)
5.2

Other scores for probability statements

The spherical scoring rule reads
V =Po/ v(I:t(Pt 2 )) = I:t(Pt(Jlt) / v(I:t(Pt 2 )) •
(1a): The score is a function of Pt and (Jlt and always returns a finite value.
(1b): An ideal predictor yields a result Vid = Wid = 1 •
(1c): A climatological reference predictor (pt=ct) yields:
Vrf = c 0 / V(Lt(q2)) and
Wrf = Ec(Vrf) = I:t(ct 2 )/y'( I:t(q 2 )) =
I:t(ct 2 )) ,
which is a climatological constant.
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(1d): Unless Ct=1 for some event t, Wrf / Wid•
(2): Again, the formula shows no preference
equivalence principle is obviously met.
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(3a): It can be proved (see WINKLER and MURPHY, 1968) that the expected value is optimized
by the directive Pt=qt• This directive conforms also with (3b) and (3c). From the
definition, (4) clearly holds as well. Transformation into an index is performed by
V = (Po• 0:Et(ct 2 ))-co. 0:Et(Pt 2 ))) / ( 0:Et(Pt 2 )).( 0:Et(ct 2 ))- :Et(ct 2 ))) •
In spite of the sufficiency with respect to the principles, this score does not seem very
suitable for practical application. The evaluation of the variable part of the denominator
( JT :Et ( Pt 2))) is laborious, and the score as a whole is not very transparent to the
forecaster. For objective forecasting systems this objection may be of no importance;
however, no advantages vis-a-vis the Brier score are evident.
Holloway and Woodbury's "Information Ratio" reads
V = (AVn(ln(c 0 )) - AVn(ln(p 0 ))) / AVn(ln(c 0 )) •
(1a): Unless probabilities equal to zero are forecast, the score returns a finite value.
(1b): For an ideal predictor

Po=~o=1 , so

Vid=Wid=1 •

(1c): For a climatological reference predictor p0 =c 0 , so Vrf=Wrf=O.
(1d): This requirement is evidently met, including the index conditions.
(2):

As different events play no role in the formula the score is obviously invariant for
an interchange of events.

(3):

MURPHY and EPSTEIN (1967b) proved that the
directive: Pt=(qt/ln(ct))/ :Et(qt/ln(ct)) •

optimum

result

is

yielded by

the

This clearly is not the directive that was intended for this scoring rule. The formula may
be improved by replacing the denominator by the climatologically expected value instead of
the sample average. Then V may be defined for a single forecast:
V = (ln(c 0 )-ln(p 0 ))/ :Et(ct.ln(ct)) •
The first and second principle still hold; it should be noted that Vid is not equal to 1
anymore in general; the climatologically expected value Wid, however, still equals 1.
(3a): Since the denominator now is represented by a constant, the directive may be derived
by requiring that the expected value of the numerator:
Eq(V) = :Et(qt.ln(ct) - qt.ln(pt)) is minimal.
Since :Et(pt)=1 and :Et(qt)=1, we may express PO and qo in terms
quantities Pt and qt, respectively. This substitution yields a
independent parameters Pt• Equating the derivative with respect
event t to zero returns Pt/qt = po/qo. This requirement holds for
only solution is Pt=qt for each event t.

of the other T-1
formula with T-1
to an arbitrary
any event t. The

(3b,3c): From the directive we may conclude that these principles also are met.
(4):

As Vis defined for single forecasts now, this principle holds implicitly.

This "Information index" meets all the principles. Evaluation is not very difficult; it
should be kept in mind, however, that truncation of values of p and c may never lead to
a situation where Po or c 0 is zero (principle (1a)). This could be a disadvantage for some
applications. A remarkable difference between the Information Ratio and the Brier score is
that the forecast probabilities for non-occurring events are not considered in this score.

5.3

Scores for yes/no forecasts without preliminary climatological knowledge

Yes/no forecasts are alternative statements on a binary predictand. Many scores were
developed, either exclusively applicable to this case (Gilbert, Doolittle, Grossmann,
Lacour, Wallen, Rousseau), or at least initially intended for the verification of yes/no
forecasts (Finley, Peirce, Clayton, Schrank). Climatology plays no role in these scores.
Also the scores designed by Heidke-1 and Appleman can be applied to this type of
verification. The scores of Gringorten and Kuipers have no distinct meaning in this
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situation, since they become identical to Peirce's score
section we will deal with the scores listed below.
Yfinley
Ygilbert-1
Ygilbert-2
Ypeirce
Ydoolittle
Ygrossmann-1
Ygrossmann-2
Ylacour
Ywallen-1
Yheidke-1
Yclayton
Yappleman
Yschrank
Yrousseau

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

2a + 1 - m - f
a I (m + f - a)
(a
mf) I (m + f - a - mf)
(a
mf) I (f.(1 - f))
mf)2 / (m.(1 - m).f.(1 - f))
(a
a I f
a I m
(a - am) I (mf - af)
(a - mf) I \/(m.(1 - m).f.(1 - f))
2 ( a - mf) / ( m + f - 2m f)
(a - mf) I (m.(1 - m))
(4a - 2m - 2f + 1 - 11 - 2fl) I (1
3a - 2mf - (m + f)/2
(4a - (m+f)2)/(2(m+f) - (m+f)2)

(see section 5.4). In this

- I1 - 2fl)

(1a):

A finite value cannot always be assessed for most of these scores. If N is
relatively small (in particular if N=1), then the denominator may become zero.
However, when the sample is larger ( and the forecaster cooperates) this
objection will not hold. Since these scores are designed for samples of forecasts in
the first place, this point should not be taken too seriously .

(1b):

If no knowledge of climatological frequencies is supposed, then Ec(Yid) may be
determined only when Yid is a constant; then, Wid=Yid• For an ideal predictor,
a=m=f.
This substitution returns a constant value 1 in most sco res. Exceptions are the
scores of Lacour (Yid is infinite) and Schrank. The latter score returns Yid =
2f(1-f) • Both these scores fail with respect to (1b) and they should be rejected.

( 1c): A reference predictor is characterized by the inability to discriminate between
situations. This implies that the frequency of occurrence of event 1 after a
statement µ=1 will not differ from the frequency after a statement µ=0; that is,
a = mf (KOEPPEN, 1906). So all scores containing a factor (a-mf) will return a
reference value Yrf=Wrf=O, consistent with principle (1d). As for the other scores,
Grossmann-2 returns Yrf=f, which is not a constant; this score consequently should
be rejected. The remaining scores (Finley, Gilbert-1, Grossmann-1, Appleman,
Rousseau) yield a value that depends on m. Here the directive should be known before
Yrf can be determined. We will examine these scores later with respect to this
issue.
(2):

By replacing a by 1+a-m-f, m by 1-m, and f by 1-f it is easily seen that all
remaining scores are invariant, except for Gilbert-1 and Grossmann-1. Accordingly,
both of the latter scores should be rejected.

( 3a): In order to test the scores with respect to the 3rd principle we consider the
general formulation of this type of score: Y = Y(a,m,f). Now the directive may be
determined in the following way. Assume that N statements and subsequent
observations have been made. If the N+1st statement reads µ, then the expected
value Eq(Y ) of Y after verification of the N+1st statement is given by
Eq(Y) = q.Y(a',m',f') + (1-q).Y(a",m",f").
The prime refers to the case that the N+1st statement is followed by ~=1, a double
prime refers to the case that ~=0. Then
a' = (aN + µ)/(N+1)
m' = (mN + µ)/(N+1)
f' = (fN + 1)/(N+1)

and

a" = aN/(N+1) ,
m" = ( mN + µ ) / ( N+1 )
f" = fN/(N+1) .

( 5. 3-1 )
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Now we assume the existence of an interval of values of q, yielding an optimum
expected value for µ=1, and a complementary interval yielding an optimum for µ:O.
Then a threshold probability value q* exists, with the property that the expected
value is independent of µ. In this case, the directive will read
µ =1
if
q > q* ,
and
µ=0
if
q < q* .
The value of q* could be determined by evaluating Eq(V) for µ=1 and for µ=0 and by
equating the results. For a number of scores this is a laborious job; moreover, the
directive generally will depend on N. Many of these scores are only applicable if N
is large, as was noted in testing with respect to (1a). So for convenience we will
assume that N is large in order to allow the following procedure.
Eq(V) is independent ofµ if dE/dµ = O.
With the definitions
and
V" = V(a",m",f")
V' = V(a',m',f')
we may write
dE/dµ = q.((oV'/oa')(da'/dµ)+(oV'/om')(dm'/dµ)+(oV'/of')(df'/dµ))
+ ( 1-q). ( ( oV" /ba") ( da" /dµ)+( oV" /om")( dm" /dµ)+( oV" /of")( df" /dµ))
Now from (5.3-1) we find
da' /dµ = dm' /dµ = dm"/dµ = 1 /(N+1)

and

(5.3-2)

(5.3-3)

da"/dµ = df' /dµ = df"/dµ = 0

Substitution in (5.3-3) returns:
dE/dµ = (q/(N+1))(oV'/oa' + oV'/om') + ((1-q)/(N+1))(oV"/om") •
With the assumption that for large N we may approximate oV'/oa' = oV/oa, and
oV'/om' = oV"/om" = oV/om, this formula becomes
dE/dµ = (q/(N+1))(oV/oa) + (1/(N+1))(oV/om) •
(5.3-4)
Combining (5.3-2) and (5.3-4) we get
q* = -(oV/om)/(oV/oa) = (oa/om)v constant•

(5.3-5)

As an illustration of the use of (5.3-5), this criterion is applied here to Heidke's
first score:
V = 2(a-mf)/(m+f-2mf) •
This equation may be rewritten as
a = (m+f-2mf)V/2 + mf •
The threshold value of q may now be found by differentiation with respect tom:
q* = (oa/om)v constant= (1-2f)V/2 + f = (a-2af+f 2 )/(m+f-2mf) •
In the same way we may easily derive directives for all the scores in this group.
For the sake of completeness, the directives for scores that were rejected already
are also given below.
Vfinley & Vappleman
q* = 0.5
Vgilbert-1
q* = a/(m+f)
Vgilbert-2 & Vheidke-1:
q* = (a-2af+f2)/(m+f-2mf)
Vpeirce
q* = f
Vdoolittle & Vwallen
q* = f + (a-mf)(1-2m)/(m(1-m)f(1-f))
Vgrossmann-1
q* = 0
Vgrossmann-2
q* = a/m
V1acour
q* = a(f-a)/(m-m 2 )
q* = (a-2am+m2f)/(m-m2)
Vclayton
q* = (4f+1 )/6
Vschrank
Vrousseau
q* = (4a(1-m-f) + (m+f) 2 ) / (2(2-m-f)(m+f) 2 )
If these directives are the only prescriptions (which in several cases is hardly
believable), then requirement (3a) is met.
(3b): Only Grossmann-1 shows a directive which is not a relation between judgment and
statement, since the directive in practice reads µ=1, independently of q.
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(3c): The directive should be independent of previous statements, and consequently should
not contain m. A majority of the remaining scores appear to fail with respect to
this requirement. Apart from the previously rejected scores (Grossmann-1 and
Schrank), only the scores designed by Finley, Peirce, and Appleman are satisfactory
in this respect.
(1c): Now that we know the directives, we may determine the reference value of the Finley
and Appleman scores. No climatological data being available, the best guess for q is
q=f. So the following reference values may be obtained.
Vfinley:
Vrf=f
if
f > 0.5
anrl
Vrf=1-f
if
f < 0.5
Vappleman: Vrf=O
Since the reference value of the Finley score is not a constant, it should be
rejected. The Appleman score conforms with (1c) and also with (1d).
(4): Except for the Finley score, none of the scores meets the linearity principle.
In table 4 a summary of the test results is presented. Only two scores appear to meet the
first three principles completely. In surveying the results some remarks should be made.
Principle ( 1 a) ( 1b) ( 1C) ( 1d)

Score
Finley
Gilbert-1
Gilbert-2
Peirce
Doolittle
Grossmann-1
Grossmann-2
Lacour
Wallen-1
Heidke-1
Clayton
Appleman
Schrank
Rousseau
Table 4:

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-

+
+
+
+

-

+

+
+
+
+
+

-

+
+
+
+
+

-

+
+
+
+
+
+

-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

(2)
+

-

+
+
+

-

-

-

+
+
+
+
+
+

(3a) (3b) (3c)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

(4)

+

+

-

-

-

+

-

+

-

+
+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Agreement (+) and disagreement (-) of the scoring rules with
the principles.

Firstly, the test is not quite fair with respect to the Grossmann scores, since these were
never meant to be used separately. Further we may conclude that Heidke's skill score together with many other scores - fails with respect to the "anti-hedging" principle
(3c). Also in earlier literature this scoring rule was criticized for giving rise to abuse
(e.g. WAGEMANN (1935), BLEEKER (1946), APPLEMAN (1960 ) ). Wagemann was convinced that the
introduction of a random reference predictor, as proposed by KOEPPEN (1906), was a
mistake. Appleman, following the same train of thought, replaced this reference predictor
by a system which always predicts the same event. However, Peirce's score, which also
introduces a random reference predictor, does not fail in this respect. So the fault
should be sought elsewhere. Heidke originally formulated his score G ("GUte'') as
G = (E-B )/ (1-8) ,
where E ("Erfolg") represents the hit rate, and B ("Blindlingsvorhersage") represents the
corresponding result of random forecasts. Determination of B, however, was based on the
predictions (statements) as made by the predictor to be verified. In the numerator this is
correct, but in the denominator B should be based on the predictions as issued by the
ideal predictor (yielding an Erfolg E=1). For this ideal predictor mis equal to f, and so
in Heidke's score m should be replaced by fin the denominator. This substitution leads to
Peirce's formula. The "error" underlying the definition of Heidke's score, consists of the
fact that the difference between an ideal predictor and a fallible predictor is not a
difference in observed conditions after the same forecast statement, but rather a
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difference in forecast statements followed by the same observations. So
correction of Heidke's score leads to Peirce's score, not to Appleman's score.

a

logical

A specific disadvantage of the Appleman score is found when forecasting rare events. The
directive reads µ=1 if q > 0.5. For rare events the latter condition may never hold
(compare the comment on Baker's score, section 5.1). In such cases no skill ever could be
demonstrated. This becomes quite clear when we apply the Appleman score to Finley's
tornado predictions (section 4.1, table 2). The scoring result appears to be negative,
although skill in these forecasts is undeniable. The Peirce score, on the other hand,
returns a result of 0.52 for these predictions, clearly giving credit to the inherent
quality of the forecasts.
Thus, in the case in which
scores can be considered
Appleman. The Peirce score
is approximately 0.5, then
score is the most suitable
frequencies are available.

5.4

no preliminary climatological knowledge is available, only two
as good scoring rules; namely, the scores of Peirce and
shows advantages in the case of rare events. In the case that f
the scores are equivalent. The conclusion must be that Peirce's
verification score for yes/no-forecasts when no climatological

Scores for alternative statements in general

The following scoring rules have been developed for
statements on a nominal predictand in general.
Vfinley
Vpeirce*
Vheidke-1
Vclayton*
Vgringorten-1
Vkuipers
Vappleman
Vgringorten-2

the verification of alternative

= l:t (at)
= ( l:t(at/ft)-1 )/(T-1)
= l:t(at-mtft)/(1- l:t(mtft))
= ( l:tCat/mt)-1 )/(T-1)
= ( l: t ( at/ ct )-1 ) / ( T-1 )
= l:tCat-mtct)/(1- l:tCct 2 ))
= ( l:t(at)-fx)/(1-fx)
= l:t(Cat-mtct+ct-ftct)/(ct(1-ct)))/T - 1

In Appleman' s score the subscript x refers to the event with the highest climatological
frequency. An asterisk (Peirce, Clayton) indicates that the score is an extension of the
original score, which was designed for a binary predictand only.
An essential difference between binary predictands and nominal predictands with respect to
the definition of statements should be pointed out here. For binary predict ands it is
tacitly assumed that a forecast statement contains always exactly one of the two possible
events. By definition, it is impossible to forecast both events simultaneously. For
statements on a nominal predictand with more than two events the situation is different.
Here in principle an arbitrary number of events may be forecast. For each event t a
statement µt=1 or µt=0 has to be made. For example, forecasting µt=1 for all events is not
a priori impossible.
In the following, we will assume that climatological frequencies are known; i.e., ct is
assumed to be a known constant for each event t.
It is evident that scores, which fail for a binary predictand, should be rejected as good
scores for a nominal predictand. Therefore, the Heidke-1 and Clayton* scores may be
neglected henceforth.
Four scores (Finley, Peirce*, Gringorten-1, and Appleman) need the additional prescription
that only one event may be forecast at a time; i.e., l:t(µt) should equal 1. Without this
prescription the directive would read µt=1 for each t, independent of qt• This additional
prescription is far from trivial. There are no firm grounds for a requirement to forecast
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only one of the possible events. It is also contradictory to the spirit of the second
principle, which emphasizes the equivalence of forecasting an event and not forecasting
that event. According to this concept the four above-mentioned scores should be used for a
binary predictand only.
In examining the validity of these four scores with respect to a binary predictand (now in
the situation that climatological frequencies are available), we may first conclude that
the Finley score conforms now with (1c), since Wrf=Cx with cx being a known constant. So
this score appears to be a valid score in this case, since it meets all the principles.
The Peirce and Appleman scores were proved to be valid scores already. Further, the
Appleman score conforms with the 4th principle as well, when fx is replaced by Cx• It is
easily seen that Gringorten-1 is identical with Gringorten-2 in case of a binary
predictand. Consequently, for the binary case Gringorten's first score can be ignored.
As general scores for a nominal predictand, only the Kuipers and Gringorten-2 scores now
remain to be considered. We will test both scores with respect to the principles.
(1a): Unless Ct=1 for one event t, the scores both return a finite value.
(1b): For an ideal predictor: at= mt= ft , returning Wid=1 for both scores.
(1c): For a random reference predictor: at= mtft , returning Wrf= □ for both scores.
( 1d): From ( 1 b) and ( 1 c) we find this requirement is met too, and both scores also
satisfy the index requirement.
( 2):

Since in either score the formula shows no preference for any special event, the
equivalence of events is obvious.

(3):

The directive may be derived in a manner similar to that demonstrated in the
previous paragraph, in which case
µt =1 if qt > qt* = ( bat/0mt) v constant = ct
for both scores. So the directive is a relation between judgment and statement. This
relation is independent of previous statements.

(4):

Since both scores are linear in at, mt, and ft, the linearity principle holds as
well. Both scores may be formulated for a single forecast by substituting at, µt,
and ~t, for at, mt, and ft, respectively.

In the case in which preliminary climatological knowledge is assumed to be present, we may
conclude that there are two good scores for alternative statements on a nominal
predictand, both conforming with all the principles set forth in Chapter 2; namely, the
scores designed by Kuipers and Gringorten-2. In case the predictand is of the binary type,
then the scores of Finley, Peirce, and Appleman also may be used, but they must be
considered inferior to Kuipers and Gringorten-2.
When forecasting a nominal predictand in situations in which climatological frequencies
are unknown, Ct could be approximated by ft in the Kuipers and Gringorten-2 formulae. Only
the fourth principle does not hold in this case. Further, we note that for a binary
predictand under these circumstances both scores become identical with the Peirce score.
It is a remarkable feature that most authors dealing with verification of alternative
statements initially preferred the use of ft instead of ct in the formulae. That is, they
generally ignored preliminary climatological knowledge in developing scoring rules. Only
after the fact did they sometimes make a remark regarding the advantages of using c
instead off (see: HEIDKE (1926), CLAYTON (1927), HANSSEN and KUIPERS (1965)). This
approach seems inherently flawed. In practice more often than not climatological data are
available before a forecasting scheme is implemented. So there should be no objections
to using this knowledge in the verification scheme, since it presumably is used in the
forecasting scheme. In case climatological information actually is not available, c could
be replaced by f as a "best guess" for c. The approach taken by these authors is
understandable to some extent, however, since the early authors of verification papers
often started from a philosophical definition of the problem, rather than from an
operational point of view (e.g., PEIRCE (1884), DOOLITTLE (1885), KOEPPEN (1906)).
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The presence of two completely valid scoring rules is an intriguing feature. One might
wonder whether more scores may be defined that conform to all the principles. In the
following we will try to develop a general formula for this type of score from the
principles formulated in section 2.3. V may be formulated in general as
V = V(ao,a1,··• ,mo,m1,••· ,fo,f1,••· ) •
Now the fourth principle is met if Vis a linear function of these parameters. Then, V may
be written
( 5. 4-1)
V = Et(H □t + H1tat + H2tmt + H3tft) '
where the parameters H represent coefficients, still to be assessed. For a random
reference predictor: at= mtft• Requiring Wrf=O, we may write
Wrf = Ee( Et(Hot + H1tmtft + H2tmt + H3tft) =
= Et (Hot + H1tmtct + H2tmt + H3tct) = 0 •
Since this equation should hold for any mt we may conclude
Hot+ H3tct = 0
and
H1tct + H2t = 0
Substitution in (5.4-1) yields
V = Et(H1t(at - mtct) + H3t(ft - ct)) •
(5.4-2)
For an ideal predictor: at= mt= ft• Requiring that Wid=1 we get
wid = Ee( Et(H1tft(1 - Ct) + H3t(ft - Ct)) = Et(H1tct(1 - ct)) = 1 •
(5.4-3)
According to the second principle no preference between the distinct events tis allowed.
So H1t may depend only on Tandon {c}t• Some general solutions of (5.4-3) are
H1t = 1/(T(ct-ct2))
H1t = 1/(1-ct) ,
H1t = 1/((T-1)q) ,
H1t = 1/(1- Et(ct2))
From (5.4-2) we may derive the directive: µt=1 if qt > qt*=ct, independent of H1t and H3t•
So we may conclude that (5.4-2), with the condition (5.4-3), represents a family of valid
scoring rules for alternative statements on a nominal predictand. The Kuipers and
Gringorten-2 scores are members of this family. The coefficients used in the latter two
scores are
and
(Kuipers) ,
H3t = 0
H1t = 1/(1- Et(c{))
and
( Gr ingorten-2) •
H3t = -1/(T(1-ct))
H1t = 1/(T(ct-Ct ))
Finally, in the case of a binary predictand, the family of scores reads
V = (a - mc)/(c-c 2 ) + H(c-f) ,
where the coefficient H may be chosen arbitrarily. H = 1/(2(c-c2)) in the Kuipers score,
whereas in the Gringorten-2 score H = 1/(1-c).

5.5

Alternative statements on a continuous predictand

In the literature no scores appear to have been developed for this special situation.
Alternative statements primarily apply to nominal predictands, but assuming that
probability distributions are continuous functions of the parameter y, alternative
statements also may be prepared for a continuous predictand. We will investigate here the
consequences of application of the family of scores, described in the previous paragraph,
to this case.
First, the scale may be divided in Y intervals, in such a way that c(y) has the same value
(1/Y) for each interval y. This reduces the number of solutions of (5.4-3) to only one:
H1y = Y/(Y-1) for each interval y. Further H3y too is independent of y now, and it is
easily seen that in formula (5.4-2) the term with this coefficient becomes zero. The
scoring rule may be written now as:
V = Ey(µ(y)~(y) - µ(y)c(y)).Y/(Y-1) = (Yµ(o) - Ey(µ(y)))/(Y-1) •
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Infinitesimal transition to a really continuous predictand (Y~ro) yields
+<D

J µ(y).c(y)

V = µ(o) -

dy.

-(l)

Hence we will assume that the values of y for which µ(y)
that q(y) > c(y)) form a continuous interval. Denoting the
interval by Yl and Yu, respectively, we get
Yu
V = µ ( o) - f c( y) d y = µ ( o) - ( C( yu) - C( Yl ) ) •
Yl
In figure 2 an outline of a JPD and a climatological RPD
the curves fix the values Yl and Yu• since the relation
interval. Then,
area B = C(yu) - C(y1)
and
area B + area C = Q(yu)
Now we choose the ordinate L=1 /( Yu-Yl), implying that

L:

= 1 (according to the directive
lower and upper limits of this
( 5. 5-1 )
are given. The intersections of
q(y) > c(y) holds only in this
- Q(y1) •

area A + area B + area C = 1.

- - - - - - - -,-------------.- - - - - area A

Figure 2: Graphical representation of (5.5-1).
If o turns out to adopt a value outside the interval ( Yl, Yu) , then the forecast is
"wrong", and since µ(o)= □,
V=-8. On the other hand, if o adopts a value inside the
interval, then the forecast is right, and V=A+C. Finally we consider the forecaster's
expectation of V, based on the JPD:
Eq(V) = Eq(µ(o)) - C(yu) + C(y1) = Q(yu) - Q(y1) - C(yu) + C(y1) = area C.
This scoring rule for a continuous predictand has little practical significance. However,
it provides a fine graphical illustration of the Kuipers and Gringorten-2 scores.

5.6

Distance measures as scores for point-estimate statements

Point-estimate statements are primarily of importance for ordinal predictands. Many scores
for these kinds of statements are based on a distance measure D. The latter is a function
of the distance between the forecast value e and the observed value o. In the literature
(see: EKHOLM (1907), HEIDKE (1929), DOBRYSHMAN (1972)), the following measures have been
suggested:
Mean absolute error (MAE):
D = cf
Mean square error (MSE):
D ='s'
Root mean square error (RMSE):
D = /("s')
Variance (VAR):
D = 's' - 'E"l
Standard deviation (SD):
D = V('s' - '5"2)
The RMSE and the SD are uniquely defined by the MSE and the VAR respectively, and,
subsequently, they have no independent substantive meaning. An advantage of the former
measures may be that Dis defined in the same units as the predictand; on the other hand,

these measures do •ll1t conform with the additivity princ .i ple. We will. t.est. the three other
measures with respec t. tn the principles of verification scores.
( 1a): 1\11 scores return

a

finite value, sine,~ e and

o

should he finite.

(1b): For an ideal prndictor 0 =0 for each of the three scores.
( 1c ) : The result of
known.

a

reference predictnr cannot be assesr;ed before the directive is

(2):

The second principle is not relevant in this case.

(4):

Before considering the 3rd principle, we c an conclude that the MAE and MSE conform
to the additivity princ.iple; the variance however does not.

(3a): In order to establish the directive we may formulate the former two scores for
single statement:
D = d (MAE)
and
D = s (MSE)
Now the expected value of D, based on a JPD q(y) is
(i.e., minimize) the value of Eq (D), we may require:

a

Eq(D). In order to optimize

+(l)

d(Eq(D)) / de = D

or:

_( (dD / de).q(y)

dy = D •

-a,

This equation should return the directive. First we consider the MAE: D=d=le-ol •
The derivative with respect to e equals 1 in case e > o , and -1 in the opposite
case. Therefore,
e
+ro
dE/de = J q(y) dy - J q(y) dy = Q(e) - (1-Q(e)) = 2.Q(e) - 1

-m

e

The result is equal to zero if Q(e) = 1/2. In other words, e should be chosen equal
to the median Ym of the judgmental probability distribution q ( y).
Secondly we test the mean square error: D = s =(e-o)2 , and dD/ de = 2(e-o). Now
+ro
+ro
+ro
dE/de = f 2(e-y) .q(y) dy = 2 f e.q(y) dy - 2 ( y.q(y) dy = 2.e - 2.ya ,
-ro
-ro
-ro
where Ya denotes the average (or mean) value of q(y). Consequently, the directive
should read: e is equal to the mean of the judgmental probability distribution.
The variance does not meet the additivity principle, so the derivation of the
directive is more complicated. It can be shown that the optimum expected score is
reached by using the directive: e =Ya+ b, where bis the mean error (or bias , see
section 3.6). So e should be chosen equal to the average of the JPD plus the mean
systematic error made in previous forecasts.
(3b): All directives are relations between judgment (q(y)) and statement (e).
(3c): Only the directive associated with the variance depends on previous statements. This
scoring rule should be rejected here.
(1c): The scores for a reference predictor may be determined now by replacing e by the
median and average, respectively, of the RPD. The best choice of an RPD will be
discussed in Chapter 6. If a climatological reference is involved, and Yem and Yea
represent the median and average of this RPD, then
+ro

+ro

Wrf = J (Yem-YI .c(y) dy for the MAE and Wrf = f (Yca-y) 2 .c(y) dy for the MSE •
-w
-ro
Both formulae for Wrf constitute a climatological constant, which can be calculated
in advance.
( 1d): This requirement is clearly met. A simple linear transformation may serve to obta i n
an index; e.g.,
I = (Drf - D) / EcCDrf) •
In this form the MAE and MSE will be referred to as "Absolute Deviation index" and
"Square deviation index" henceforth. We note that Ekholm' s score and Heidke 's 2nd

score are transformations of D, not conforming to the additivity principle; in both
cases the denominator (Drf instead of Ee (Drf)) is not a constant. In Chapter 6 we
will consider the consequences of this kind of transformation.

-->

Ya

y

Ym

Figure 3: Median and average value of a bimodal
probability distribution

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------~
A preference for either of these scores will not be expressed here. From a statistical
point of view, the MSE may be preferred for its statistical significance, notably in case
the distribution of the predictand is unimodal and approximately symmetrical. An
objection, however, may rise when the JPD is bimodal (see Figure 3). In such a situation,
e=ya may be a very unlikely value itself. In general Ym will tend to be nearer to an apex,
and subsequently be a more probable value than Ya• This, however, may not be considered a
very strong argument.

5.7

Other scores for point-estimate statements

In this paragraph we will deal with some scores for point-estimate statements that are not
based on a distance measure. The correlation coefficient (WALLEN, 1921) meets the same
objections as the variance did. Again the directive strongly depends on former
statements. The example in Table 5 may serve as an illustration of the impact of this
serial number

forecast statement

1
2
3

e = 19
e = 15
e = ??

observation
0
0
0

= 18
= 16
= 12

Table 5: Verifying point-estimate statements by means of
a correlation coefficient.
feature. Assume that two forecasts have been made and they have been fol lowed by the
observations recorded in the table. What statement should be issued on the third occasion
in order to reach an optimum score, presuming that the value to be observed on this
occasion is 12 ?
The answer is
e= 7 !
Only this forecast statement would keep the
scoring result optimal. Correlation coefficients do not conform to the principles (3c) and
(4). Furthermore, for constant reference forecasts (e.g., based on climatology), the
formula is in principle undefined, since the variance of the forecast values is zero
(1a). Finally, a reference predictor should be selected carefully. A scoring result much
above zero does not necessarily constitute proof of quality in forecasting. In Chapter 6
this matter will be discussed further.
For forecasts of tendencies, a sign correlation is sometimes applied (DOBRYSHMAN, 1972 ) :
V = (N+ - N_) /( ~+ + N_)
Here N+ and N_ denote the number of correct and incorrect forecasts for the sign of the
tendency of an arbitrar y weather element. In fact, the p red ic tand he re is purely binary,
and the scoring rule may be considered as one for alternative forecasts instead of
point-estimate forecasts. It is easily seen that this score is identical to 2.Vfinley-1.
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GRING0RTEN (1965) developed a score for point-estimate
Gringorten-2 score to a scalar predictand:
Vgringorten-3 = - ln(C(e). (1-C(o)))
if e > o
and
i f e < o,
- ln((1-C(e)),C(o))
with the directive C(e) = Q(e) •

statements

by

applying

the

(1a): Unless really extreme values are forecast and observed simultaneously (that is,
C(e)=C(o)=0 or 1), the score returns a finite value.
(1b): An ideal predictor yields a scoring result:
Vid = - ln(C(o).(1-C(o)))
In the long run, all values of C(o) between 0 and 1 will occur with an equal
frequency: the distribution of C(o) is uniform in this interval. With the notation
z:C(o) we may write:
·
1

Wid = Ec(-ln(z-z2)) = -

J ln(z-z2)dz

= 2

0

(1c): For a climatological reference predictor, Q(e)=C(e) for all values
directive provides no definite answer. A random value of e may be
a random value for C(e) in the interval (0,1). Denoting w=C(e), we
Vrf = - ln(w(1-z)) i f w > z
and
Vrf = - ln((1-w)z) i f w< z
Now Wrf may be evaluated by integration with respect tow over the
1

z

of e, So here the
found by choosing
may write:
interval (0,1):

1

Wrf = Ec(V) = JV.dw = J(-ln(1-w)-ln(z)).dw + J(-ln(w)-ln(1-z)).dw = 1
0

z

0

(1d): This requirement is met, and the index requirement can be fulfilled by simply
subtracting 1 from the score.
(2):

The second principle is not relevant.

(3a): First, we note that dEc(e)/de = c(e). Now it is easy to establish the derivative of
V with respect toe:
dV/de = -c(e)/C(e) if e > o
and
dV/de = c(e)/(1-C(e)) if e < o.
The expected value of V should be optimized now by requiring that: dEq(V)/de=0.
Since
+(l)

Eq(V) =

f

V.q(y) dy,

we find

-(D
+<D

+©

+(D

dEq(V)/de = f(dV/de).q(y) dy = f(c(e)/C(e)).q(y) dy + f(c(e)/(1-C(e)).q(y) dy
-ro
-ro
-<D
= - c(e).Q(e)/C(e) + c(e).(1-Q(e))/(1-C(e)) •
This formula returns zero only in case Q(e)=C(e).
(3b,3c): The directive is a relation between judgment and statement, and it is independent
of previous results.
(4):

As the score is defined for a single statement, the additivity principle is met
implicitly.

Figure 4: Directive for the Gringorten-3 score: area A= area B
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One of the most striking features of this score is that it encourages the forecasting of
more or less extreme values. In figure 4, a graphical illustration of the directive is
given. Whenever the middle of q(y) (denoted by Mq) differs from the mi~dle of c(y)
(denoted by Mc), then clearly the forecast value e will exceed Mq• In Figure 4, two
intersections of the curves q(y) and c(y) are assumed. It is also possible that only one
intersection exists. For instance, if Q( y) < C( y) for all values of y, then a positive
extreme value should be forecast. Since in this case, C(e) = Q(e) = 1, the score would
read: V = -ln(1-C(o)). This situation might happen rather frequently, in particular when
the quality of the judgment is only moderate. In these cases the score would not be
expected to be a very accurate measure of the quality of the forecasts. Another objection
may be that the directive seems rather complicated to deal with for a subjective
forecaster. However, some practical experience with this score would be of interest.
Moreover, it would not be difficult to apply this score to an objective statistical
forecasting scheme.

5.8

Application of scores for point-estimate statements to a binary predictand

A binary predictand may be regarded as an ordinal predictand that adopts the values Dor 1
exclusively. In this paragraph we will examine the meaning of some scores for
point-estimate statements, when applied to a binary predictand.
The mean absolute error reads in this case
V =

le - <pl •

The directive reads: e is the median of the JPD. Here the median is 1 if q exceeds 0.5,
and D if q < 0. 5. Evidently, the statement is of the alternative type, and e may be
replaced by µ. The score may be written now as
V = Iµ - <p I = µ + <p - 2a = 1 - Vfinley .
The mean square error, when applied to a binary predictand, reads
V = (e - <p)2 •
The directive reads: e is the average of the JPD. This average is equal to the judgment
probability q of event t=1. Therefore, e should be chosen equal to q. The statement thus
becomes a probability statement, and the score may be written
V = (p - <p) 2 = Vbrier / 2 •
Application of the correlation coefficient to a binary predictand
Wallen's score, which originally was defined in this way.

leads directly to

Gringorten's 3rd score is not applicable to this kind of predictand, since it requires in
principle a continuous predictand.
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OfAPTER 6:

SON:: SPECIAL TOPICS

This chapter starts with an examination of the transformations that can be used to
translate a verification score into a verification index (section 6.1). Not all
transformations are suitable with respect to conservation of the properties of additivity
and consistency.
In section 6. 2 an investigation is made into the possibility of developing a reference
forecasting system with a priori knowledge other than climatology. This study focuses
particularly on knowledge of the most recently observed values. In short term predictions,
persistence often provides a better basis For unskilled forecasting than climatology.
Sections 6.3 through 6.5 deal with the significance of scoring rules for a binary
predictand from a user's point of view. Four scoring rules appear to definable in terms of
profit for a standard user. These scores may be considered to be "standard veri Fication
scores" from the definition in section 2.3. Furthermore, a hidden interrelationship among
these scores becomes apparent (this subject was treated previously by DAAN, 1982).

6.1

Transformations from scores to indices

In order to meet the index requirement (Wid=1 and Wrf=O), a transformation procedure is
often carried out. The most obvious way to transform a score V into an index I is
I= (V - Vrf) / (V - Vrf)id
(6.1-1)
In many cases the denominator may be written as
true, as will be shown.

Vid-Vrf• However,

this is not always

When V satisfies the additivity principle (4), it would be desirable
property after the transformation. In order to ensure the conservation of
additivity, the denominator of (6.1-1) should be a constant. This may
substituting for this expression the value that would be expected on
grounds:
I= (V - Vrf) / Ec((V - Vrf)id) •

to retain this
the property of
be achieved by
climatological
(6.1 - 2)

Sometimes directives give no decisive answer to the question of how to formulate a
reference forecast statement. Then Vrf is not an independent, measurable quantity , since
the reference forecast is supposed to be made at random. Examples are the Kuipers score
and the Gringorten scores. In the latter cases, Vrf is assessed by calculating the
climatological probability of success of the forecast statement to be verified. As the
latter may be different from the statement issued by an ideal forecaster, the resulting
Vrf in the denominator may differ from Vrf in the numerator.
On the other hand, when a straight forward formulation of the reference statement is
possible (e.g., Brier score, Appleman score, Deviation scores: MAE and MSE), then the
denominator may be written as Wid-Wrf:
I= (V - Vrf) / (Wid - Wrf)
(6.1-3)
Often a variation of this transformation is used; namely,
I = (V - Wrf) / (Wid - Wrf) .

(6.1-4)

In the case that Wid=O (e.g., Brier score, Deviation scores, Information ratio), the
latter formula reduces to a most simple expression; namely
1-V /Wrf. Trans format ion
(6.1-3) seems preferable, since it diminishes the influence of the composition of the
sample.
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Transformation formulae are closely related to the formula for the index of profit (see
section 2.3). Some users may be interested in the difference between the gross profit and
the actual reference profit in each particular case, and consequently use a formula
similar to (6.1-3). Others might prefer to relate the gross profit to the average
reference profit in the long run. In the latter case, (6.1-4) will be the most suitable
representation.

6.2

Climatology and persistence in reference forecasts

Up to now, the RPD has been considered as a judgmental probability distribution, solely
based on climatological knowledge. In practice, however, a user generally has some
knowledge of the actual weather too. This latter knowledge often constitutes a better base
than climatological frequencies for a priori estimation of future weather conditions,
particularly in the short term. The problem is to incorporate persistence into the
reference predictor in an appropriate way.
Several authors who have studied this problem (HEIDKE ( 1926), DDBRYSHMAN ( 1972), BALZER
(1976)) have recommended that a choice be made between climatology and persistence. The
proposed criterion should be which of the two systems provides the best forecasts. The
choice may depend on the lead time of the forecast. When persistence prevails over
climatology, often the suggestion has been made to predict tendencies of the weather
element of interest rather than absolute values or departures from the climatological
mean.
The approach described in the previous paragraph will not lead to the best reference
predictor. The a priori probability distribution of tendencies generally depends on the
last observed value. This may be illustrated by the situation in which an extreme value
was observed previously. The probability that this value will be exceeded on the next
occasion usually should be estimated to be well below 50 percent.
In order to make a proper combination of persistence and climatology, an RPD should be
defined for each possible observation. For a nominal predictand this implies that ct is no
longer a fixed constant. Instead, it should be assessed each time, starting from the last
observed event u. Then ctu represents the conditional climatological frequency of event t
after a last observation of event u. Values of Ctu could be read from a table, containing
TxT values. For large T, this procedure may present practical problems. For a binary
predictand, however, it could be carried out easily. The Kuipers score, for instance,
might be adjusted in the following way:
V = (2a - 2µcu + cu - ~) / (2c.c1(1-c1) + 2(1-c)co(1-co)) ,
where u denotes the last observed event and cu represents the conditional climatological
probability of t=1 after an observation u. Scores for probabilistic forecast statements on
a nominal predictand (e.g. Brier score, Information ratio) may be adjusted in a similar
way.
A particular situation of interest arises in the case of point-estimate statements on an
ordinal predictand. These statements contain a single estimated forecast value e. In
reference forecasts, erf should be a function of the climatologically estimated value Ye
and the last observed value Yu• This may be achieved in a simple way by requiring that
erf = (1-h).yc + h.yu •
The coefficient h remains to be determined. This can be achieved on the basis of the
requirement that an optimum result for Vrf should be expected. We will assume that the
mean square error (MSE) is used as the measure for verification. Then Ye = Yea, the
climatological mean value (see section 5.6). The expected result of the reference
statements would be
Ec(Drf) = Ec(,-(e_r_f_-o-.)..,,Z') = (h(yu-Yc) - (o-yc)) 2
(6.2-1)
The condition for optimization of this result is oD/oh= □, or
2(yu-Yc)(h(yu-Yc)-(o-yc)) = 2h(yu-Yc) 2 - 2{yu-Yc)(o-ycY = D
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This implies that
(6.2-2)
h = ((yu-Yc)(o-yc)) / (yu-Yc) 2 •
In the long run the collection of values Yu is identical to the collection of values o,
and h approximates the autocorrelation coefficient r□ between consecutive observations.
Now we may calculate the expected value of Drf when ro is substituted for h in (6.2-1):
Ec(Drf) = Ec(ro 2 (yu-Yc) 2 - 2ro(Yu-Yc)(o-yc) + (o-yc) 2 ) = (1-ro 2 )Ec(Dc) ,
where De denotes the score of purely climatological forecasts.
Thus, scoring results determined with respect to the pure climatological reference easily
can be converted to the new reference system of best guess forecasts, based on a linear
combination of climatology and persistence. The same procedure may be applied to
Brier's probability score for a binary predictand, since this score has been shown to be a
special case of the MSE score (see section 5.8).
When the verification measure is the mean absolute error (MAE), a straightforward
determination of the optimum value of h is not possible. In this case an empirical
procedure for determining the optimum value may be followed. When the frequency
distribution of the predictand differs only slightly from a normal distribution, h=ro will
be close to the optimum value. In Table 6, empirical values of Drf are recorded for four
predictands for several values of h. The results do not appear to be very sensitive to
small variations of h in the vicinity of ro. Therefore we may conclude that the choice of
h=ro seems to be sufficient also in the case of the MAE score (see also DAAN, 1980).

-

weather element:

sunshine

maximum
temperature

wind speed

precipitation
yes/no

observed at:

de Bilt

de Bilt

IJmuiden

de Bilt

units:

percent

degrees C

knots

verification measure:
h = o.o
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
D.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
autocorrelation:
Table 6:

-

MSE

MAE

MSE

MAE

MSE

MAE

Brier score

812
762
729
713
708*
724
756
801
864
942
1037

24.7
24.0
23.3
22.8
22.4
22.2
22.1*
22.2
22.5
23.0
23.8

14.6
12.6
10.9
9.4
8.3
7.5
6.9
6.7*
6.8
7 .1
7.7

3.0
2.8
2.6
2.5
2.3
2.2
2 .1
2.0
2.0*
2.0
2 .1

52.0
47.6
44.2
42.0
40.8
40.6*
41. 5
43.3
46.2
50.1
55.2

5.8
5.5
5.3
5.1
5.0
5.0*
5.0
5.1
5.3
5.5
5.7

0.244
0.230
0.221
0.216*
0.216
0.222
0.232
0.247
D.267
0.292
0.321

0.36

o. 72

0.47

0.34

The result of verification of reference predictors that generate
forecasts of the form: erf = (1-h).yc + h.yu for some predictands.
Lead time of the forecasts is one day. Optimum values of the score
are marked by an asterisk.

The "best guess" reference forecasts, as defined above, also may be applied to correlation
coefficients. The most widely used correlation measures are the Anomaly correlation and
the Tendency correlation.
- Anomaly correlation is the correlation of the deviations from the climatological mean;
namely,
Van= r(e-yca,o-yca) •
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In order to keep the calculation simple, we will shift the scale, such that Yca=0. Then
Van may be written as Van= r(e,o).
- Tendency correlation is the correlation of the deviations from the last observed value;
namely,
Vte = r(e-yu,o-yu) •
When a pure persistence forecast is verified by means of an anomaly correlation, then the
result is the autocorrelation
Van(pecs) = r 0 •
Also, a pure climatological forecast may be verified by means of a tendency correlation,
in which case
Vte(clim) = r(-Yu,o-yu) = 0(1-ro)/2) •

------------------------7
Van(pers)..,,. _,,. ..- .0.71 • ···· ··· ·· --. Xte( clim)

'
0

- - --

···-······--.-'t -,,,, ,.,,,,. ·-·····................. .

V

o

-----:1>

r0

,
!

I
I

... ··-..~II

0.5

Figure 5: Scoring results of reference forecasts
as a function of ro.

In figure 5, graphs of Van(pers) and Vte(clim) are shown as a function of ro. It is
evident that neither Van nor Vte is a meaningful measure of the quality of forecasts when
r 0 is not recorded. Tendency correlations often are used in practice, especially in medium
range weather forecasting. In the latter case hardly any persistence may exist, and r 0 is
approximately zero. From figure 5 we may conclude that any result of about 70 % or less
should not be considered as useful.
The availability of a score that returns a value 0 for both persistence and climatological
forecasts would be desirable. This may be achieved by using the best guess reference
forecast:
erf = (1-ro)Yca + r 0yu ( = roYu in the case Yea is set equal to zero).
Now a score may be defined as the correlation coefficient of the deviations from the best
guess as follows:
~
,........, ~~~
,........,
.-,:-,
Vbg = r(e-r □ Yu,o-royu) = (eo-roeyu)ly(o 2 (e2-2roeYu+ro2o 2 )(1-ro2))
It is easily seen that both persistence and climatological forecasts yield a zero result.
In fact, any forecast of the form e = h.yu returns the same result.

6.3

The net profit from statements on a binary predictand

For a speci fie user of weather forecasts, it is necessary to determine a decision
criterion. Then an index of profit IP may be calculated (see section 2.3) from
NP= GP - RP •
IP= NP/ Ec(NPid)
with
GP= the gross profit (that is, the profit when forecasts are used);
Here,
RP= the reference profit (no forecasts are used);
NP= the net profit.
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Application of this formula to a standard user's decision criterion should lead to a
"standard veri fie at ion score". In this section, the net profit for a standardized user
will be assessed.
One could imagine a user U1 who may gain a benefit B1 ( or prevent an equal loss) under
certain weather conditions, provided that appropriate actions or measures have been taken
in advance. Let the cost of the measures be K1. It is evident that two users with
different benefits Band costs K may be treated as similar cases when their cost-benefit
ratio k=K/B is the same. Now, we may calculate the profit of alternative forecasts for the
~rence of these critical weather conditions (defined by t=1) for user U1.
When the forecasts are used, U1 is supposed to take measures if the forecast reads µ=1 and
to refrain from measures if µ= □. The gross profit will be
GP = µ ( q> B1 -K 1 ) = B1 ( a - µk) •
In the reference situation, U1 will consider the expected profit of reference forecasts:
Ec(RP) = B1.µrf•Ec(q> - k) = B1.µrf•(c - k) •
In order to maximize the expected profit in this situation, U1 will decide to tHke
measures (i.e., µrf=1) whenever c > k. Then, RP=B1(q>-k). On the other hand, whenever c < k,
U1 will never invest in measures (µrf=O ) , and RP=O. When c=k the decision is arbitrary,
and the reference profit cannot be assessed unambiguously. This situation is not
negligible, as c=k will appear to be the definition of the optimal user". Therefore, we
will include the expected reference profit in the calculation instead of the actual
reference profit. Thus,
and
Ec(RP) = 0 i f c < k.
Ec(RP) = B1.(c-k) if c > k
Then the net profit of U1 is
NP1 = GP - Ec(RP) = B1 ( u - µk - c + k)
B1 ( u - µk)

if c > k, and
i f c < k.

(6. 3-1)

For user U1 the events t=O and t=1 are not equivalent. The latter may be regarded as the
critical event, as opposed to the former. Equivalence of the events, however, should be
considered as a requirement for a standard user. Therefore, we introduce a second
(reverse) user U2, for whom the event t=O is the critical one. Further we require that
U2's decision criterion is complementary to U1; that is, K2/ B2=1-k. The net profit of U2
may be calculated from (6.3-1), by replacingµ, q>, c, and k by their complements; thus,
NP2 = B2(u - µk - q> + c)
if c > k, and
B2(u-µk-q>+k)
ifc < k.
(6.3-2 )
The overall net profit NP could be assessed now simply by adding NP1 and NP2. The only
problem is that the result depends strongly on the magnitudes of B1 and B2- Earlier, we
found that k by itself characterizes a certain decision criterion, and as a consequence
the magnitudes of Band K should not influence the results. In order to eliminate B, we
will express the net profit of both users in units relative to either their benefits or
their costs. Thus, we consider the following two possibilities.
(a)

(b)

The net profit
NP = 2 a - 2µk
2 a - 2µk
These formulae
NP= 2a - 2µk

is expressed in units of benefit: B1=B2=1. Then,
- c - q> + 2k
if c > k, and
+ c - q>
if c < k
may be combined in one expression in the following way:
- q> + k - le-kl .

(6. 3-3)

The net profit is expressed in units of cost: 1(1=1(2=1, or B1=1 / k and B2=1 / (1-k).
Then the overall net profit for users U1 and U2 becomes
NP= (a - µk - q>k + ck - lc-kl/2 - (c-k) / 2) / (k - k2) •
(6.3-4 )

Thus, two formulae have been derived for the net profit that will be gained by a pair of
symmetrical users when they employ weather forecasts for a binary predictand.
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6.4

The profit for an optimal user

The optimal user is a user whose profits from forecasts are larger than those of any other
users. In order to find the decision criterion of such a user, we will consider the
average net profit after a series of N forecasts. This average may be derived from
(6.3-3):
NP= (2a - f - c) + 2k(1-m)
if c > k, and
(2a - f + c) - 2km
i f c < k.
Since D~ m~ 1, it is evident that k should be as large as possible when c > k, and as small
as possible when c < k. Clearly k=c represents an optimum value of k. Therefore, the net
profit for an optimal user is
NP= 2a - 2µc - ~ + c.
For an ideal predictor µ=~, and
NPid = 2~2 - 2~c - ~ + c = ~ + c - 2~c

(since ~2 = ~)

The expected value of NPid is Ec(NPid) = 2c - 2c2 = 2c(1-c). Consequently, the index of
profit is
IP= NP/Ec(NPid) = (2(u-µc) - ~ + c) / 2c(1-c) •
This formula
predictand.

is

identical

to

Kuipers'

Performance

Index

when

applied

to

a

binary

On the other hand, when the profit is expressed in units of cost, the user for whom k=c
may be considered an optimal user as well. This can be shown from formula (6. 3-2),
although the proof is quite complicated and is omitted here. We will calculate the profit
from (6.3-4) by substituting k=c into this expression. · Then,
NP = ( a - µc - ~c + c2) / c ( 1-c) •
An ideal predictor yields a net profit
NPid = (~ - 2~c + c 2 ) / c(1-c) , and

Ec(NPid) = (c - 2c2

+

c2) / c(1-c) = 1 •

Obviously, the index of profit is equal to the net profit in this situation, and
IP = (u - µc - ~c + c2) / c(1-c)
The formula appears to be identical to Gringorten's Skill Index for statements on a binary
predict and.

6.5

The profit for an average user

The average user is a user for whom all possible decision criteria are equally represented
Perhaps, a more lucid definition may be that the average user is a hypothetical user whose
profit is equal to the average profit of a collection of users in which all possible
decision criteria are represented with an equal weight. That is, k is uniformly
distributed over the interval (0,1), or
1

NP = JNP(k) dk •

(6.5-1)

D

Since more than one user with a single decision criterion is involved, a single
alternative statement cannot be expected to serve for all criteria. So we will assume that
a probability statement (p) is issued that can be interpreted for each individual
criterion as follows:
if
and
µ = 1
µ = D if
p<k
In order to calculate the profit in units of benefit,
substitution of (6.3-3) for NP(k). In this case,
1

NP =

f
D

(2µ~ - 2µk - ~ + k) dk -

1

J le-kl

D

dk =

(6.5-1)

may be evaluated by
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1

p

=

f

(q>-k) dk +

f

f
0

p

0

1

C

(k-q>) dk -

(c-k) dk -

f

(k-c) dk =

C

= (c - c2) - (p - q>)2 •
For an ideal predictor, p = q> and NPid= c-c2. Consequently, the index of profit is
IP = 1 - (p-q>)2/(c-c2) •
The formula is a linear transformation of Brier's probability score for a binary
predict and.
Finally, we will calculate the profit for an average user in units of the costs of
measures by substituting (6.3-4) in (6.5-1). In this case,

f
0

1

p

C

NP =

(q>-c) /k dk +

f
C

(q>/k - ( 1-c) / ( 1-k)) dk +

f (c-q>) / ( 1-k)

dk

p

= q>ln(p) + (1-q>)ln(1-p) - cln(c) - (1-c)ln(1-c) = ln(p 0 )

-

EcCln(c 0

))

Since Po=1 for an ideal predictor, Ec(NPid) = - EcCln(c 0 )) = - cln(c) - (1-c)ln(1-c)
Hence, the index of profit is
IP= 1 - ln(p 0 )/(cln(c)+(1-c)ln(1-c)) •
This formula is a linear transformation of the Information Ratio for a binary predictand.
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CHAPTER 7:

CONCLUSIONS AN> RECOfol£M>ATIONS

This chapter starts with a summary of the results of the examinations of scoring rules
carried out in the Chapters 5 and 6. This summary concludes with a list of recommended
scoring rules. Further, attention is paid to some considerations that are relevant
whenever a verification program has to be initiated. The chapter ends with some
suggestions for practical application of the recommended scoring rules.

7.1

Recommended scores

In this section a list of recommended scores is presented. The recommendation is based on
the usefulness of the scores for both objective and subjective forecasts. All these scores
may easily be evaluated manually.
Apart from the Peirce score, all recommended scores satisfy the four principles drawn up
in section 2.3. The Peirce score should be used only when no climatological frequencies of
the predictand concerned are available.
Some other scores have been omitted from the list although they were consistent with the
principles. The reason for their omission relates to their practical usefulness. This
comment refers to the Baker score, the Appleman score, the Toda score, and Gringorten 's
3rd score. The Appleman score is considered to be a blunt instrument for verification
purposes, since it is not able to discriminate the forecaster's abilities with respect to
the prediction of rare events. With some restrictions this objection holds for the Baker
score as well. The Toda score will provide problems in manual evaluation, and Gringorten's
3rd score may be expected to create problems for the forecaster. However, the application
of the latter two scores to evaluate objective forecasts on an experimental basis would be
of interest.
When objective forecasts are to be verified, correlation measures also may be considered
useful. In this case the reference system should be chosen carefully. A "best guess"
reference system, based on both persistence and climatology may provide the basis for
obtaining meaningful results. Such a reference system may be useful for some other scores
as well.
Summary of recoomended skill scores

score:
origin:
application:
formula:
directive:

Probability Index (PROB)
transformation of the Probability Score (BRIER, 1950)
probability statements on a nominal predictand
I = 'Et(Cct-<t>t) 2 - (Pt-<Pt) 2 ) / (1 - 'EtCct 2 ))
Pt = qt

score:
origin:
application:
formula:
directive:

Information Index (INFO)
modification of the Information Ratio (HOLLOWAY & WOODBURY, 1955)
probability statements on a nominal predictand
I= (ln(c 0 ) - ln(p 0 )) / 'EtCctlnCct))
Pt = qt

score:
origin:
application:
formula:
directive:

Ranked Probability Index (RANK)
transformation of the Ranked Probability Score (EPSTEIN, 1969)
probability statements on an ordinal predictand
I= 'Ey((C(y)~(y))2 - (P(y)-<J)(y))2) / 'Ey(C(y)-C2(y))
P(y) = Q(y)
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score:
origin:
application:
formula:
directive:

Performance
designed by
alternative
I= ( I:tCat
µt = 1 if

score:
origin:
application:
formula:
directive:

Skill Index (SKIL)
transformation of the skill score designed by GRINGDRTEN (1967)
alternative statements on a nominal predictand
I= I:t(Cat - µtct + ctCct-~t))/(T.ct(1-ct)))
µt = 1 if qt > ct, otherwise µt = D

score:
origin:
application:
formula:
directive:

Success Index (SUCC)
designed by PEIRCE (1884)
alternative statements on a binary predictand
(only acceptable when no climatological frequencies are available)
I = ( a - mf) / ( f - f2 )
µ = 1 if q > f, otherwise µ = D

score:
origin:
application:
formula:
directive:

Absolute Deviation Index (ADEY)
transformation of the Mean Absolute Error (HEIDKE, 1929)
point-estimate statements on an ordinal predictand
I = CIYrf-ol - le-al) / EcClYrf- 0 P
e = Ym (the median value of q(y))

score:
origin:

Square Deviation Index (SDEV)
transformation of the Mean Square Error, first mentioned by EKHOLM
(1907)
point-estimate statements on an ordinal predictand
I= ((yrf-o) 2 - (e- 0 ) 2 ) / Ec(Cyrf-o) 2 )
e = Ya (the average or mean value of q(y))

application:
formula:
directive:

7.2

Index (PERF)
Kuipers in 1954 (HANSSEN & KUIPERS, 1965)
statements on a nominal predictand
- µtct)) / (1 - I:tCct 2 ))
qt > ct, otherwise µt = D

Some practical considerations

When climatological probabilities are known, seven scores are shown to be valid scoring
rules and suitable for practical application. The latter topic is discussed in section
7.3. Now the question may arise as to which scoring rule should be chosen whenever a
verification program is to be undertaken . A universal answer to this question cannot be
given. However, in this section some relevant aspects of this issue are discussed. With
respect to the seven scores, we will consider the significance of scoring results, and the
information that may be provided by the verification system for other purposes. We will
begin with a comparison of the results of different scoring rules for a set of judgments
and observations.
Except for an ideal predictor and a reference predictor, scoring results wi 11 depend on
the scoring rule that is used. The only assumption that can be made a priori is that the
Probability index and the Information index should return lower figures than the
Performance index and the Skill index, respectively. The latter represent the profit for
an optimal user, whereas the former represent the profit for an average user (see section
6.4 and 6.5). In order to get an impression of the magnitude of the scoring results, we
will imagine a set of 100 forecasting situations. The predictand is taken to be ordinal,
with 8 possible values (Y=8, y=D,1, ••• ,7). The situations are divided into 10 classes (SO
through S9), each of which contains 10 identical judgments.
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judgment

so
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
total

estimated probabilities (x10)
y:0 y:1 y:2 y:3 y=4 y:5 y:6 y:7
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
4
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

2
4
4
4
3
4
3
2
1
0

1
2
3
3
5
5
5
4
2
1

0
0
0
1
1
1
2
3
4
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2

2

15

27

31

14

7

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

observed frequencies
y=O y:1 y:2 y:3 y=4 y:5 y=6 y:7

1

5
4
5
4
3
2
1
0
2
1

2
1
1
3
6
6
4
4
3
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
4
3
2
3

0

0
0
0
0
0

2
5
4
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

1
0

1

2

15

27

31

14

7

3

1

0

1
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Table 7: Example of a set of forecasts with associated observations, which
is verified using different scoring rules.
In Table 7, the respective JPD's are recorded on the left-hand side. The matching observed
frequencies are assumed to be as presented on the right. Further, the overall frequencies
for each value of y are taken to be the same in the forecasts and observations. That is,
no bias-in-the-large is assumed to exist. Moreover, this sample frequency distribution is
assumed to correspond exactly to the climatological frequency distribution. Starting from
the given judgments, forecast statements then may be assessed from the directive that is
associated with each scoring rule. Then the scoring results can be calculated . These
results are compiled in column 1 of Table 8.
Scoring rule
Probability index
Information index
Ranked probability index
Performance index
Skill index
Absolute deviation index
Square deviation index

col 1

col 2

col 3

col 4

col 5

8
14
24
38
38
25
34

15
29
39
47
65
42
58

-0.1
0.0
1. 5
-1. 9
-0.3
1.0
3.7

0.2
1.4
2.8
1. 0
12.2
1. 9
6.3

35
51

.

77

54
92
87
122

.,

Table 8: Scoring results of the forecasts in Table 7 1n '°•
col 1: scoring result;
col 2: scoring results of unbiased forecasts (estimated
probabilities assumed equal to observed frequencies);
col 3: contribution of the occasion y=7 to the scoring result;
col 4: contribution of the occasion y=7 to the result of
unbiased forecasts;
col 5: standard deviation of the scoring result.
The indices for probability statements appear to return relatively low figures, and the
indices for alternative statements show the highest values. The differences are
substantial.
If the observed frequencies are assumed to correspond to the estimated frequencies (that
is, when no bias-in-the-small exists), then the results would improve. This is shown in
column 2 of Table 8. The ranking of the resulting figures does not change very much,
however. The Skill index and the Square deviation index show a relatively strong
improvement. In this respect, it is interesting to examine the influence of rare events.
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In the columns 3 and 4, the contribution of the one occasion on which y=7 is recorded. In
column 3 this observation was preceded by a judgment 58 (q7=0) and in column 4 by an
unbiased judgment (q7=0.1). The influence of this rare event appears to be extraordinarily
large, when the Skill index is used. (It should be noted here that the Information index
returns an infinite result when the forecast probability is O. In these cases, the
calculations are based on a forecast probability of 1 percent.)
An important aspect of a scoring rule is the variability of the results. In column 5 of
Table 8 standard deviations of the results are recorded. These were calculated from the
100 cases in Table 7. The results give an impression of the reliability of scoring
results. The absolute figures favor the Probability index. The Square deviation index
appears to return the least reliable figures. However, when the standard deviations are
considered relative to the scoring results, then the Performance index appears to provide
by far the most reliable results.
Another important feature of a verifi cation system is the usefulness of results for other
purposes. A probability statement verification scheme has the advantage that predictions
may be translated into indicative or alternative statements afterwards . Such a mode of
expression may be regarded as providing the most complete information. Point-estimate
statements also can be useful when verification tables have to be prepared. In this
context, alternative statements should be considered to be the least useful for recording
judgments.

7.3

Suggestions for practical application

Although the formulation of scoring rules may seem rather complicated in general,
practical application will appear to be relatively simple in most cases. In this section
some suggestions are given for the implementation of operational verification schemes for
each of the 8 recommended scoring rules.
7.3.1

Success Index
This index should be used only in the case that no climatic frequencies are
available. A practical example of forecasts for such an event is given in Table 9.
Of course, some rough ideas about the frequency of the predictand of interest did
exist, but quantitative information was not available.
observed:
predicted:
yes
no

-

sum
Table 9:

yes

no

sum

59

19

78

4

99

103

63

118

181

Results

of short range slipperiness forecasts
for main roads in the province of Utrecht,
The Netherlands.

From the table the Success Index may be evaluated most simply now by writing the
formula in terms of partial annunciation frequencies:
SUCC = (a-mf)/(f-f2) = a/f + (a+1-m-f)/(1-f) - 1 = 59/63 + 99/118 - 1 = 78%
The nature of the Success index (not conforming the additivity principle) allows no
day-by-day verification.
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For the seven remaining scoring rules, we will develop verification schemes for daily
verification. For each score this involves a form to be filled out partly by the
forecaster, and to be completed by the verifier afterwards. We will assume the following
additional prescriptions.
- Probability forecasts should be made in units of 10 percent.
- Point-estimate forecasts should be formulated in integer values.
The construction of the forms will be illustrated by means of the set of forecasts and
observations from Table 7. In the schemes the scoring results are assumed to be required
in percent. The forms are presented twofold: (a) shows a blank verification form, and (b)
a form that is completely filled out. The latter form refers to a forecast S8 (see Table
7), followed by an observation y=6 (or t=6, as appropriate).
7.3.2

Probability index
The index may be written as the difference between a climatological term CL and a
prognostic term PR, with:
CL = 100. ~t(ct-(J)t)2/(1- ~t(ct2)) and PR = 100. ~t(pt-(J)t)2/(1- ~t(ct2))
Values of CLt for each possible observed event have to be evaluated in advance, and
should be printed in row "Clt" of Form 1a. Further, a conversion table (Form 1c)
has to be prepared for assessing PRt as a function of (Pt-(J)tl. Then:
CL=CL 0 and PR= ~tPRt
Instructions for the forecaster:
- write values of pin row "p".
Instructions for verification:
- mark the observed event (t=o), e.g. by a cross;
- copy the value of CL 0 at the right, after "CL";
- replace Po by 10-Po
- convert the values in row "p" into PRt with the table (c), and write the results
in row "PRt"i
- add row PRt, and write the result at the right, after "PR";
- subtract PR from CL to obtain "PROB".

(a)

t

t=O

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

t=5

t=6

t=7

Clt

150

117

87

76

120

138

148

154

CL= +

t

t=O

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

t=5

~

t=7

Clt

150

117

87

76

120

138

148

154

CL= +/t,H

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0

PR= -/3S"

10

p

PR= PROB=

PRt
(b)

conversion of
p into PR

p
PRt

0

0

2

1

0

0

I

S"

rq

2

If
20

5"

104

Form 1: Probability index verification scheme.

0

PROB=

13

0
1
5
12
20
32
46
63
82
104
128

9

(c)
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7.3.3

Information index
The index may be written as the difference between a climatological term CL and a
prognostic term PR, with:
CL= 100.ln(c 0 )/ ~t(ct.ln(ct)) and PR= 100.ln(p 0 )/ ~t(ct.ln(ct))
Values of Clt for each possible observed event have to be evaluated in advance, and
should be printed in row "CLt" of Form 2a. Further, a conversion table (Form 2c)
has to be prepared for assessing PRt as a function of Pt• Then:
CL=CL 0 and PR=PR 0
Instructions for the forecaster:
- write values of pin row "p".
Instructions for verification:
- mark the observed event (t=o), e.g. by ·a cross;
copy the value of Clo at the right, after "CL";
convert the value Po into PR 0 with the table (c), and write the result at the
right, after "PR";
subtract PR from CL to obtain "INFO".

( a)

t

t=0

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

t=5

t=6

t=7

CL= +

Clt

231

112

77

69

116

157

207

272

PR=

p
(b)

conversion of
p into PR

-

INFO=

t

t=0

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

t=5

)<€

t=7

CL=

Clt

231

112

77

69

116

157

207

272

PR= -136

L'

C

p

i

'2

4

.2.

1

0

INFO=

+2()1-

11

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

272
136
95
71
54
41
30
21
13
6
0

8

9
10
(c)

Form 2: Information index verification scheme.
7.3.4

Ranked probability index
The index may be written as the difference between a climatological term CL and a
prognostic term PR, with:
CL= 100. ~y(C(y)-<JJ'.y))2/ ~y(C(y)-C2(y)), and
PR= 100. ~y(P(y)-<JJ'.y))2/ ~y(C(y)-c2(y))
Values of Cly for each possible observed value have to be evaluated in advance, and
should be printed in row "Cly" of Form 3a. Further, a conversion table (Form 3c)
has to be prepared for assessing PRy as a function of IP(y)~y)I . Then:
CL=CL 0 and PR= ~yPRy
Instructions for the forecaster:
- write cumulative probability values of P in row "P".
Instructions for verification:
- mark the observed value (y=o), e.g. by a cross;
copy the value of CL 0 at the right, after "CL";
replace P by 10-P for the observed value and higher values;
convert the values in row "P" with the table (c), and write the results in row
"PRy'';
- add row PRy, and write the result at the right, after "PR";
subtract PR from CL to obtain "RANK".
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( a)

y

y=D

y=1

y=2

y=3

y=4

y=5

y=6

y=7

Cly

275

146

57

40

108

213

337

470

conversion of
p into PR
CL= +

p

PR= RANK=

PRy
(b)

y

y=D

y=1

y=2

y=3

y=4

y=5

~

y=7

Cly

275

146

57

40

108

213

337

470

0

0

7

C/

p

PRy

0

1

0

3

I

/2

66

Yo

IO<f

0

~

CL= +331
PR= - 188

0

RANK=

0

ll/'f

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
1
5
12
22
34
49
66
86
109
135
(c)

Form 3: Ranked probability index verification scheme.
7.3.5

Performance index
The index may be written as the difference between a verification term VT and a
reference term RF, with:
VT= 100. l:t(nt)/ (1- l:t(ct 2 )) and RF = 100. l:t(µtct)/(1- l:t(ct 2 ))
Values of RFt for each possible observed everit (assumed that µt=1) have to be
evaluated in advance and should be printed in row "RFt" of Form 4a. Further, the
value VT1 of VT when µt= <i>t=1 is evaluated, and printed at the right under "VT1"•
Instructions for the forecaster:
- provide the events t with µt=1 with a bar in row

µ

11

11

•

Instructions for verification:
- add the values RFt with µt=1, and write the result at the right, after "RF";
- mark the observed event (t=o), e.g. by a cross;
- if µ 0 =1, then VT=VT1, otherwise VT= □; write VT at the right, after "VT";
- subtract RF from VT to obtain "PERF".
(a)

t
RFt

t=D

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

t=5

t=6

t=7

VT1

VT= +

3

19

34

40

18

9

4

1

128

RF= -

µ
(b)

t
RFt

PERF=
t=D

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

t=5

~

t=7

VT1

VT= + J'ZB

3

19

34

40

18

9

4

1

128

RF= - 3/

µ
Form 4: Performance index verification scheme.

PERF=

'II
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7.3.6

Skill index
The index may be written as:
I= V1 + VO - 100
where V1 represents the contribution of the event that was forecast and observed,
and VO represents the contribution of the events that were neither forecast nor
observed. Then:
V1t = 100/Tct and VOt = 100/T(1-ct)
Values of V1 t and VOt have to be calculated in advance and should be printed in
rows "V1t" and "VOt" of Form 5.
Instructions for the forecaster:
- indicate the events t with µt=1 with a bar in row"µ".
Instructions for verification:
- mark the observed event (t=o), e.g. by a cross;
if µ 0 =1, then V1=V1 0 , otherwise V1=0; write V1 at the right, after "V1";
delete all values in row "VOt" for events with µt=1 or (J)t=1;
add the remaining values, and write the result at the right, after "VO'';
add V1 and VO, and subtract 100 to obtain "SKIL".

( a)

t

t=O

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

t=5

t=6

t=7

V1t

625

83

46

40

89

179

417

1250

V1 =

+

VOt

13

15

17

18

14

13

13

13

VO=

+

SKIL=

µ
(b)

-100

t

t=O

t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

t=5

~

t=7

-100

V1t

625

83

46

40

89

179

417

1250

V1= +f/lr

VOt

13

15

17

18

)if'

%

»

13

VO= + :,0

µ

SKIL=

3q3

Form 5: Skill index verification scheme.
7.3.7

Absolute deviation index
The index may be written as the difference between a climatological term CL and a
prognostic term PR, with:
CL= 10 □ .IYcm~ol/Ec(fYcm-ol) and PR= 100.fe-o(/Ec(fycm-o])
The denominator is a climatological constant, that can be derived from the climatic
frequency distribution. The median value Yem should be printed on the form (6a).
Further, a conversion table (c) has to be prepared for assessing CL and PR for each
possible deviation d.
Instructions for the forecaster:
- write the expected value after "e".
Instructions for verification:
- write the observed value after 11 0 11 ;
assess de= IYem-al and d= le-al' and write the results after "de" and "d"'
respectively';
convert the latter values with the conversion table, and write the results at
the right, after "CL" and "PR", respectively;
subtract PR from CL to obtain "ADEV".
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( a)

CL:

Yem=

3
0

PR:

e

=

=

de =

CL= +

d

PR=

=

conversion of
d into CL

-

ADEV=
(b)

CL:

Yem=

3
0

PR:

e

= 6

= if

de = 3

CL= +188

d

PR=

-tq2.

ADEV=

'f6

= 2.

0

0

1

96

2
3
4
5
6
7

192
288
384
480
576
672
-(c)

Form 6: Absolute deviation index verification scheme.
7.3.8

Square deviation index
The index may be written as the difference between a climatological term CL and a
prognostic term PR, with:
CL= 100.(Yca-o) 2 /Ec((Yca-o)2) and PR= 100.(e-o)2/Ec(Cyca-o)2)
The denominator is the climatological variance, that can be derived from the
climatic frequency distribution. The mean value Yea should be printed on the form
(7a). Further, a conversion table (c) has to be prepared for assessing CL and PR
for each possible deviation d.
Instructions for the forecaster:
- write the expected value after "e".
Instructions for verification:
- write the observed value after "o";
assess dc=IYcm-o] and d=le-oJ, and write the results after "de" and "d",
respectively;
convert the latter values with the conversion table, and write the results at
the right, after "CL" and "PR", respectively;
subtract PR from CL to obtain "SDEV".

( a)

CL:

Yea=

3
0

PR:

e

de =

CL= +

d

PR=

=

=

=

conversion of
d into CL

-

SDEV=
(b)

CL:

Yea=

3
0

PR:

e

= 1f

= 6

de = 3

CL= + l/-:µ,

d

PR= - 21,

= 2

SDEV=

263

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0
53
211
474
842
1316
1895
2579
(c)

Form 7: Square deviation index verification scheme.
We may conclude that appli-cation of these verification schemes is not very complicated.
From the point of view of the forecaster, the point-estimate forecast schemes can be
considered to provide the easiest procedure, while preparing probability forecasts may be
regarded as the most laborious job. Manual verification is easiest when the Information
i ndex is applied, but also the Performance index and the Deviation scores are simple to
handle. The Probability index and the Ranked probability index will consume the most
time. Yet, the procedure may be considered to be quite feasible for these scores as well .
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Index of symbols
This index contains a list of symbols that are used throughout this report. Symbols that
were used only locally, for concepts without a more general significance, have been
omitted. The figures refer to chapter and section, respectively. An asterisk refers to the
general introduction to the chapter concerned.

AV
B

C
D
E

GP
I
IP
JPD
K
N

NP
p

Q
RP
RPD
T

u
V

w
y

a

an
b

bg
C

d

e
f

id
k
m

n
0

ob
p
q

r
rf
s
st

t
te
u
X

y
~
~

a
µ
~

average
benefit for a user
accumulated climatological frequency
distance measure
expected value
gross profit for a user
verification index
index of profit
judgmental probability distribution
costs of measures for a user
size of a sample of forecasts and observations
net profit for a user
accumulated forecast probability
accumulated judgmental probability
reference profit for a user
reference probability distribution
number of possible events for a nominal predictand
user of weather forecasts
verification score, scoring result
expected value of scoring result
number of possible discrete values for an ordinal predictand
partial relative frequency of hits
subscript: refers to average value
subscript: refers to anomalies (in correlations)
bias, systematical error
subscript: refers to "best guess" reference predictor
climatological frequency
deviation of forecast value from observed value
estimated, forecast value
observed frequency
subscript: refers to ideal predictor (perfect forecasts)
cost-benefit ratio for a user
partial relative frequency of forecasts
subscript: refers to median value
subscript: refers to serial number in a sample
observed value
observation
forecast probability
judgmental probability
correlation coefficient
subscript: refers to reference predictor
squared deviation of forecast value from observed value
statement
event of a nominal predictand
subscript: refers to tendencies (in correlations)
subscript: refers to last observation
subscript: refers to most frequently observed event
value of an ordinal predictand
summation
accumulated observation parameter
verification parameter
forecast statement parameter
observation parameter

3.1

7.1
3.5
5.6
3.1
2.3
6.3
2.3
3.3
7.1
3.1
2.3
3.4
3.3
2.3
3.3
3.2
7.1
2.3 3.6
2.3
3.2
3.6
5.6
6.2
3.6
6.2
3.5
3.6
3.4
3.5
2.3
7.1
3.4
5.6
3.1
3.5
5*

3.4
3.3
6.2
2.3
3.6
5*
3.2
6.2
6.2

5.4
3.2
3.1 3.2
3.5
3.6

3.4
3.5
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Index of subjects
References of main issues are made to chapters and sections.
Bold figures refer to definitions of the subject in the text.

•

Absolute deviation index
Additivity principle
Alternative statements
Annunciation frequency
Anomaly correlation
Average user
Best guess reference forecast
Bias
Bias-in-the-small, bias-in-the-large
Binary predictand
Categorical statement
Chance forecast
Climatology
Climatological reference predictor
Consistency principle
Continuous predictand
Correlation coefficient
Cost-benefit ratio
Decision criterium
Difference skill score
Directive
Distance
Distance measure
Equivalence principle
Event
False alarm rate
Forecast statement
General verification score
Gross profit
Giite
Hedging
Hit rate, percentage, frequency
Ideal predictor
Ideal value
Index of discrimination
Index of profit
Information index
Information ratio
Judgment
Judgmental probability distribution
Likelyhood ratio
Mean absolute error
Mean square error
Net profit
Nominal predictand
Objectives of verification
Objectives of weather forecasting
Observations
Optimal user
Ordinal predictand
Partial annunciation frequency
Partial hit frequency
Partitions (of the Brier score)
Perfect forecasts
Performance index
Persistence
Point-estimate statement

5.6
2.3
3.4
4. 1
6.2
2.2
6.2
3.6
4.3
3.2
3.4
4.1
3.5
3.3
2.3
3.2
4.2
6.3
2.2
4.3
2.1
3.6
5.6
2.3
3.2
4.1
2.1
2.2
2. 3
4.2
2.3
4.1
3.3
2.3
4.3
2.3
5.2
4.3
2.1
3.3
4.3
5.6
5.6
2.3
3.2
2.2
2.1
3.5
2.2
3.2
4.1
4.1
4.3
2.3
4.3
6.2
3.4

7.1

6.5

5.7 6.2
2.3 6.3
2.3

3.4
6. 3

5.3
4.2

6.3
7.1

5.2
3.3

6.3
4.3
6.4

4.2
4.2
7.1
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Post agreement
Predict and
Predictor
Prefigurance
Principles (on verification scores)
Probability index
Probability of detection
Probability score
Probability statement
Profit for a user
Proper scoring rule
Public forecasts
Quadratic scores
Random predictions
Ranked probability index
Ranked probability score
Ratio skill score
Reduction of variance
Reference predictor
Reference probability distribution
.Reference pr.o fit
Reference value
Reliability
Resolution
Hoot mean square error
Sample skill score
Scaling principles
Scoring rule
Sharpness
Sign correlation
Significance (of results)
Singular probability distribution
Si-ngular value
Skill
Skill index
Skill score
Special forecasts
Special verification score
Spherical scoring rule
Square deviation index
Standard deviation
Standard user
Standard verification score
Statement
:Success index
Tendency correlation
Threat score
Tr ans formation
Translation (of judgment into statement)
User
Valid scoring rule
Validity
Value

Variance
Vector predictand
Verification of forecasts
Verification score
Verification index
Verification table
Wert
Yes/no forecasts

4.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
2.3
7.1
4.1
4. 3
3.4
2.3

4.2
4.2

5.1

6.3
2. 3 4. 3

2.3
5.1
5.4
7.1
4.3 5.1
4.3
4.3
J.3
3.J
2.3 6.3
2.3
4.3
4.3
5.6

4.3 5.1
2.3
2.1
4.3
5.7

7.2
3.3
3.3
4.1
7.1
7 .1

2.2
2.2 2.3
4.3 5.2
5.6 7.1
5.6
2.2
2.2

2.1 J.4
7.1
6.2
4.1

2.3 6.1
2.1
2.2 6.3
2.3
4.3
3.2
5.6

3.2
2.1
3.6
2.3
2.4
4.2
5.3
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